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Abstract
This thesis examines the pressure group politics prevalent in the
legislative process of Bill -8.

This case study titled. 'Under the Gun: Pressure

Group Politics Surrounding Bill C-68 in Canada," determines the effectiveness of
lobbying strategies employed by key groups in relation to the level of influence
exerted on the state elite during Bill C-68's legislative joumey.
This examination will describe that the environment in which Bill C-68 was
formulated followed a pluralistic model. Pressure groups from both sides of the

debate galvanized their positions to promote their interests to the media. the

Canadian electorate, and most importantly to effect the political decisions of state
actors.
Although the level of contact by interest groups and level of consultation within
the policy wrnmunity was extraordinary and challenged the role of the

government and the political will of its actors. the autonomy of the state was not
jeopardized. Consequently. the author argues that political leadership
supplemented by party discipline afforded this legislation safe passage through
parliament and sufficient insulation for the state elite concerning pressure group
influence.
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Chapter One
Introduction

The increasing role of interest groups in Canada's policy-making process
unquestionably solicits debate wnceming the legitimacy and accountability of
non-elected actors participating in a parliarnentary democracy. Pluralists
contend that interest groups expand the s a p e of democracy by providing an
alternative avenue of representation for citizens dissatisfied with traditional
political parties, yet eager to exercise their fundamental rights in a participatory
democratic process. The opposing view argues that interest groups are
intrusive and jeopardize the fomal powers of a democratically elected
government by arbitrarily attempting to influence public policy. Additionally. since
these groups do not attempt to obtain governing power but rather merely
influence it, interest groups are largely unaccountable to the public.
Another contentious tenet of political discourse surrounds the role of the
elected political actor and the genesis of their representational function. Can a
politician truly represent the interests of constituents or does the tradition of party
discipline temper the boundaries of representation?
This chapter's focus will be on the definition of interest groups and their
evolution in the Canadian political landscape. The theoretical implications
resulting frorn this evolution and a brief ovewiew conceming the role of the
political actor will be exarnined. Have and should interest groups establish a
legitimate position in the creation of public policy? I will argue that indeed

interest groups have becorne a pollical nom. but not to a level so as to deter the
political will of the state elite or to alter the scope of state autonomy.

The Analytic Frameworlc and a Brief Discussion of Influence
This thesis. entitled "Under the Gun: Pressure Group Politics Surrounding
Bill C-68. Canada's Gun Control Legislationnaddresses the empirical and
normative realms of pressure group politics as it relates to Canada's gun control
legislation. The case study of Bill C-68: A n Act Respecting Fireams and Other
Weapons, analyzes empirical evidence, which explores the scope and domain of

pressure group influence on the state elite and whether or not this influence
tempered the principle of party discipline and political leadership in this case. A

further examination will address questions such as what role do pressure groups
play in our political system and do they erode the principles of democracy?
Classifying organizations into a pressure group typology is generally a
difficult task for scholars. Most pressure groups are adaptive and responsive to
the changing power dynamics of a modem state. Addressing this concern, Paul

Pross suggests that a continuum be used when categorizing pressure groups.
This paradigm identifies fully institutionalized groups at one end and nascent
groups at the other. Pross believes that "most groups are neither fully
institutionalized or nascent."'

' A. Paul Pross, Group P o l i . and Public Pdicy ( Toronto: Oxford University Press. 1992) p.99

The nascent groups have "no previously established organizational
framework to offer their members and institutional values to provide them with
roles and

motivation^."^

Altematively, institutionalized groups are well stnictured and enduring. Pross
identifies five characteristics of these groups:
1.

They possess organizational continuity and cohesion.

2.

They have extensive knowledge of the appropriate sectors of Me

govemment and their clients.

3.

These groups enjoy a stable and enduring mernbenhip.

4.

They have operational objectives that are clear and concise.

5.

They possess organizational imperatives on which the credibility of
the organization is based, which generally are more important than
any particular ~bjective.~

With this paradigm in mind, the focus of this thesis will center on the
concept of influence, a truly contestable tenet in the study of politics. Pressure
group literature asserts that control and influence are not the same, which can
suggest that influence is not a causal theorj. This case study will explore the
scope and domain of influence exerted by both sides of the gun control debate.
The scope of an actor's influence "refers to the rnatters on which he or she can

influence them".

' Pross. p.98
'A. Paul Pross in Robert Jadcson. Doreen Jackson. Poliîics in Canada: Culture. Institutions. Behaviour and Public Policy
(Scarborough: Prentiœ-Hal1 Inc., 1990) p.549

The domain of an actor's influence 'consists of the other actors influenced by him
or her."
The methodological tool of this study wnsists of personal interviews with
key pressure group actors from both sides of the debate. Empirical evidence

was compiled from respondent's data of a survey which was sent by this author
to 145 randomly selected Members of Parliament and 50 Members of the Senate
of Canada. This survey identified the areas of pressure group contact.

demographics of the groups and the level of influence. The survey also refleded
many insights of the respondents who had previously been inundated with
intense lobbying from groups on both sides of the debate. Examinations of
govemment documents, particularly Hansard and the Standing Senate
Cornmittee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs provides testimonies from the

many actors involved in the legislative process of Bill C-68. A media search of
national and local publications was conducted with attention given to the
strategies employed by pressure groups as they attempted to mobilize the bias in
favor of their position and sway public opinion. A paradigm concerning the scope
and domain of pressure group influence will then be explored.
Realistically, the definitive rneasunng of influence is impossible and
vulnerable to subjective and arbitrary results. Measuring the influence, however.
is not the objective. Rather, the objective is to identify the perceived level of
influence of pressure groups on political actors by examining the antecedent

' Robert Dahl. I/llho Govems?: Gemocracy and ponier in a American City (New Haven: Yale University Press,1989) p.16

expenditure of reçources by groups and the subsequent altered action (if any) of
the state elite. Basically, this study adheres to the ontological assumption held
by pluralists conceming human agency. Simply, people are assumed to be able

to act differently and specifically in this case, political actors have a choice of
options when facing controversial legislation.

For example, were Liberal

backbenchers opposed to Bill C-68 able to make a decision based on their views
and those of their wnstituents or were they stifled by party discipline?
Additionally, was the govemment quest for stricter gun control regulations a
foregone conclusion based on the direction of cabinet or did the strategies of the
interest groups influence the legislative joumey of the bill? With these concerns
taken into consideration, this study will bnefly examine the gun control proposal
in its initial stages. It then follows the proposa1through the legislative process as
consultation with pressure groups became intensified and the momentum for

each position was galvanized, both in the public and political arena.
Subsequently, an assessrnent of the legislation and its amendments in relation to
the perceived losses imposed on the key interest groups from both sides of the

debate and the government can then be examined.

The Representational Role of Political Actom
For many scholars, the role of elected officiais and political representation
has been a very contestable topic in political discourse. Is the composition of an
elected assembly a true microcosm of the polity or composed of the elite of
society unable or unwilling to represent the interests of their constituents? This

of course is a strong dramatization, but many would agree that most assemblies
possess qualities frorn both scenanos above.
The examination of direct and indirect democracies throughout history,
allows scholars to identify the evolution of political representation. In a direct
democracy, citizens, generally homogenous in their existence, govem
themselves collectively through an assembly.

ldentifying who governs in this

society is aptly simple as al1 citizens participate in the governance procedure to
fornulate and implement laws, which are binding to al1 of the citizenry. The right
to govem is based on citizenship and the status, which a person holds in the

cornmunity. Citizens of direct democracies identify the issues important to their
community, find solutions and implement policy to benefit the welfare of every
citizen. Since every citizen has the opportunity to participate in the Assembly,
representatives present al1 interests. Therefore minority rights are protected as
every citizen is afforded the right to debate policy and recommend compromise

to a govemment of which they cleariy identify being parts5
Clearly, direct democracies are generally impossible to create or maintain

in the complex systems of govemment today. Instead, the laws of theocracies,
tyrannies, aristocracies and oligarchies to identify just a few govem many
societies. For indirect democracies, " a part of the citizenry holds the power and
authority to formulate policies and enact laws which are nevertheless binding on
al1 members of the society? Therefore certain individuals in society are

' Paul Johnston in T.C Podtlington ed. Liberal Democracy in Canada and the United Slates (Toronto: Hol!.

Winston of Canada Ltd. 1985) p. 95-96
a Johnston in Podclington, p.94

Rinehart 8

empowered to make policy decisions and govem for the rest of the citizenry.
According to Hannah Pitkin. political representation 'taken generally, means the
making is present in some sense of sornething that nevertheless is not present
literally or in fact."'
In Canada. the role of an elected official is often perceived as them
performing the role of agent on behalf of the citizenry. In this case. individuals
are empowered to represent the interests of a specific constituency. Elections

serve as the mechanism to both empower and provide a level of accountability
for the political actor. However, when legislation is passed in Canada. does its
genesis always represent the views of the entire society? By examining issues
such as gun control, abortion, gay rights and other contentious issues, clearly the
answer is no.
Members of Parliament are the only representatives for citizens at the
federal level in Canada. Generally, only the constituencies represented by MPs
in Cabinet and the Prime Minister have direct representation in govemment. As
a result a common complaint of the Canadian electorate is that their views are

not truly represented in Parliament. Many argue that the electoral process and
electoral boundaries impede the true principles of democracy by skewering
election results to favor traditional parties or urban interests. For many gun
owners, Bill C-68 was a prime example of urban interests being paramount on
the political agenda. Additionally, Our plurality electoral system of "first past the
post" challenges the concept of "govemment by the people for the people".

Pitkin in Pocklington. p.100

For

example, voter tumout in a general election is only 70% of eligible voten and the
winning party accumulates 40% of the vote, 60 % or the majority of the citizenry
did not either vote for the winning party or bother to vote at all. Cleariy, the
Canadian electoral process tempers the principfes of a liberal democracy.
During the gun wntrol debate, gun owners repeatedly complained to their
elected representatives that Bill C-68 was not representative of their views. For
many, their complaints fell on deaf ears as the legislation passed through
Parliament. The strength of party discipline insulated most Liberal MPs from
representing the views of many of their constituents, especially those from rural
areas. To counteract this criticism, the govemment routine1y released national
polls, which illustrated that the majority of Canadians wanted stricter gun
controls, which ultimately reinforced the govemment's belief that they were
indeed performing their representational role correctly. Arguably, the role of the
elected representative can become just as contentious as a bill itself in the minds
of many whom oppose the legislation.

Definition and Role of Pressure Groups

In essence, the presence of interest groups or pressure groups (the latter
political terni will be utilized in this thesis) in the political spectrum constitutes an
additional aspect to politics conducive to the representative mle of a political
actor. To pluralists, these groups represent "highly functional cogs in the
variegated machinerynof a democratic po~ity.~
Basically, individuals concerned

Robert Jackson. Doreen Jacûson, PoIiücs in Canada: Cukum, Institutions. Behaviour and Public Policy (Scarborough:
Prentice-Hall Inc. , lm)p.546

with the benefits or consequences of one specific issue or a wide range of issues
will collectively organize and aggregate their interests. This "collective will" then
cornmunicates these interests in the fonn of demands to the state elite with the
objective of procuring a favorable policy outcorne.
Nomally none of us act as individuals when we are presenting our
concems to the state. Consequently, group politics infiltrates our lives everyday
as Our diverse interests are represented by organizations we voluntarily join,
such as parent-teacher associations or by organizations we inherently bewme
members of because of one's ethnicity. gender or sexual orientation. As
philosopher Robert Wolf notes, "It is always groups of people who work as
groups to influence legislation, persuade judges, sway presidents, and in general
to get the state to favor their needs. interests or des ire^."^
However, many scholars have argued that individuals either acting alone
or within an organized group have only marginal impact on policy when a
government imposes its political agenda. According to Helen Jones Dawson,
"the fact that once the govemment's bills are introduced into Parliament, they are
generally ensured of passage with only minor changes."1° This assertion
underscores the direction of this thesis. Specifically, that once Bill C-68 was
tabled in the House of Commons, only marginal changes were made and the bill
was ensured safe passage because the Liberal majority govemment completely

Robert Wolff, About Philosophy (New Jersey: Prentice-Hall Inc.. 1995) p.169
Helen Jones Dawson, 'National Pressure Groups and the Fedewl Govemment". in A-Paul Pmss's Pressure Group
Behaviorin Canadien Pditics ( Toronto: McGraw-Hill Ryerson Ltd. 1975) p.54
'O

controlled the legislative process of the bill. The amendments to the bill were
marginal and the political will of the govemment was exercised thoroughly.
The plethora of pressure groups in Canada's present political arena is as
diverse in organizational objectives as they are in the interests, which they
vigorously proclaim to represent. Business, labor, women's and aboriginal
groups, to name a few, lobby political actors for a favorable position in their
respective political spheres. The diversity of interests, however, does not
detract from the objective of al1 pressure groups, namely to promote their
interests vis-à-vis the influencing of political power. A concise definition of a
pressure group is offered by Dr. Gregory Pyrcz in Representative Democracy :
An Introduction to Politics and Govemment. Concerning pressure groups, Pyrcz

writes, "any group of citizens seeking to bring about or preserve their preferred
state(s) of affairs by means of power, directfy or indirectly affecting govemment.
without standing for elected office.""
Historically, the pattern of consultation between the state elite and
concerned citizens can be traced to the hallowed halls of the British Parliament
as early as the 1 7 century.
~
It was here in the parliamentary lobby. that
merchants, artisans and laborers would urge their representatives to consider
passage of legislation favorable to the groups' interests.
Eventually, the frequency of citizen coilectives, the variation of group
strategies and the apparent establishment of lobbying customs as an accepted

11

Gregory Pyrcz. 'Pressure Groups' in T.C. PWington (ed.)Representafive Democracy: An Introduction to Politics and
Govemment (Toronto: Harcwrî, Braœ and Company Canada. 1994) p.328

political nom, induced scholars to develop classifications and typologies for
pressure group activity. Subsequently, pressure groups were differentiated from
"mobs" and "movements" primarily due to their formal organizational frarneworks
conducive to sustaining the groups' cohesiveness and continuity. Altematively,
mobs (usually a product of an ernotional event) lack organizational structure and
quickly dissipate usually after acquiring a short term goal such as media
coverage or a meeting with a govemment official. Movements, however, are
more sustainable, but their interests are more generalized and prone to change
over time. Accordingly, feminism and environmentalism "are characterized as
political movements in this way as they are seeking to alter, protect, or restore
political and social ~onventions."'~
In addition to the formal organizational structure al1 pressure groups
operate within, they also share other similar characteristics. Pressure group's
work within the political system in order to influence policy outputs; they articulate

and aggregate common interest to political actors; they desire only to influence
power rather than to exercise the responsibility of govemment themse~ves.'~
The system of government will also detemine the effectiveness of interest
groups merely due to the assumption that some government models are more
receptive to interest group influence than others. For example, the American
Presidential systern disperses authority, is pre-disposed to numerous vetoes and
has weaker political parties, which enables politicians to vote more freely instead

lZ

Pyre, p.329
Paul Pross, Group Politics and Public Pdicy (Toronto: M o r d University Press. 1992) p.4

" A.

of being encumbered by "party discipline". To the contrary. Padiamentary
govemments based on the Westminster mode1 have fewer vetoes and
parliamentarians are tethered to "party disciplinenwhich enables them to blame
party policy when they are forced to vote for unpopular ~egislation.'~
Groups representing a multiplicity of interests, such as the National Action
Cornmittee on the Status of Women (NAC) and the Canadian Labor Congress
(CLC). are highly visible groups possessing technical expertise. financial

resources, and relatively easy access to policy makers. Another pressure group,
the Canadian Medical Association (CMA). supplements government agencies by
regulating its profession and disseminating govemment policy in its journals. The
mainstream groups, which also include business. agriculture. and trade interests.
provide the governrnent with valuable information concerning facts and opinions
regarding their respective issues. which ultimately can be used to formulate and
test public p o ~ i c ~ .Conversely.
'~
govemment and the public may perceive
groups that represent a narrowly defined issue such as nuclear disarmament or
specific environmental concems, as unidimensional, poorly organized, and
exclusive to the public's best interest. These groups often suffer from scarce
human and financial resources and limited access to decision-makers thus
relegating these groups to the peripheral of the policy-rnaking arena.
A group's level of effectiveness in meeting their operational objectives

depends on several mitigating factors including the idiosyncratic characteristics

14
Les Pal, 'Gun Control in the United States and Canada'. paper presented at the annual general meeting of the
Canadian Political Saence Association, June 6.1999. p.5
Jackson, p.547

"

of group leaders. political timing and the nature of the political climate during the
lobbying campaign. The expenditure of resources, therefore. must absolutely
procure access to key decision-makers in order to secure the group's issue a
position on the govemment's agenda. Gmups must prove their "respectability" to
political actors including bureaucrats. By demonstrating that their views are
relevant to the communication flow in policy making, groups can move to the
inside of the policy community instead of remaining on its fnnges. An example of
a group moving to the inside of the policy cornmunity is an organization named
"Pollution Proben. Founded in 1969 by 240 students and faculty at the University
of Toronto. the group galvanized quickly in reaction to the decision of the
Canadian Radio-Television Commission to investigate a CBC-TV program "Air of
Deathnwhich accurately depicted the deterioration of the environment. The
group began a concerted effort to educate government and citizens on
environmental issues while confront polluter'ç vis-à-vis govemment pressure,
publicity and court challenges. The group's strategies evolved from "militant
parades and demonstrations" to working partnership with govemments,
corporate sponsors and thousands of donors nationwide. Advocates focused a
pragmatic approach to environmentalism, working in collusion with governments
on initiatives such as mandatory emissions testing in Ontario and the "Reduce.
Reuse, Recycle" campaign. Clearly. this group evolved into an institutionalized
entity. enabling it to shed its confrontational strategies outside of the policy

community to a more businesslike approach in which the govemment actively
seeks its input concerning environmental public policy.16
Many groups employ various tactics to achieve the often tenuous
relationship between political actors and pressure group leaders. Bureaucratic
communication consisting of policy briefs, Pariiamentary and Senate
presentations and research papers are most effective for pressure groups
seeking a methodical strategy for influencing policy within the fomal structures of
govemrnent. Some groups will persistently lobby govemment representatives.
often inundating their Ottawa offces with thousands of letten. faxes and phone
calls. Highly visible and affluent groups will often employ professional lobbyists.
These "hired guns" often coined 'used to be's" include former senior officials.
Ministers, and party presidents. These lobbyists often open political doors and
create a more receptive environment for pressure groups previously
unsuccessful in their lobbying efforts.17
Modem pressure groups recognize the importance of mobilizing the bias
of general public opinion. Here, the mass media is utilized to foster a familiarity
between constituents and the pressure group with the intent being to sway public
opinion to support the position. which the group advocates. Groups also may
canvass the public "door to door", organize demonstrations or contribute editorial
cornments to local or national publications.

l6
17

D-A Chant, in A. Paul Pross, Pressure Group Behaviourin Canadian Poliiics, p.62
Charlotte Gray. 'Lobby H o m " in Saturday Night, (JulylAugust. 1992) p.21

Unlike political parties who oiten use the same tactics to secure electoral
support, pressure groups do not place their members on the ballot for public
office. Although it is not unusual for a pressure group to publicly endorse

candidates from a specific party stripe, pressure groups generally represent
interests not particularly broad in scope or pragmatic enough to provide a viable
option in the electoral process. Conversely, pressure group activity "allows the
process to be more responsive than the electoral process to social and economic
differences in ~ociety".'~
In surnmary, pressure groups seek to secure desirable policy outcomes by
implementing strategies. which obtain access to key civil servants and
parliamentanans in addition to mobilizing public opinion in their favor.
Ultimately, the pressure group becomes a mechanism for political representation
in which it performs a mediation role between govemment and the individual
while actively pursuing its own self-interests.
The Canadian Pressure Group Dimension

In some form or another. pressure groups have always been a part of the
Canadian political landscape. The onset of Confederation provided an
environment conducive to establishing a pattern of consultation between
capitalist interests vying to develop east-west infrastructure and British North
Amenca govemment officiais. This "pattern of what was later known as elite
accommodation or pressure group politics, was a thriving arrangement of the

very beginnings of Canada's history as a nation."lg One exampfe of this elite
accommodation was the "Family Compactwcomposed of wealthy, powerful men
who dominateâ Upper Cznada from the late 1 8 to~ mid l g mcentury. Members
of this elite compact, monopolized issues inherent to the political, social and
financial spheres of that time.
The role of pressure groups dunng the last century was somewhat rnuted,
with few exceptions. and certainly not comparable to the high level of political
participation by groups in the United States. The effectiveness and wnsistency
of American movements and pressure groups particularly during the 1960's' did
not go unnoticed by pressure group players in Canada. Subsequently, this
growing efficacy of pressure groups, accornpanied with advancements in
Canadian technostructure and the mass media ensured "the scope of group
activity had widened and the quantity and variety of pressure groups has grown
proportionate~y."~~
The evolution of the pressure group's role in Canadian politics was most
certainly encouraged by the "participatory democracynpolicy administered in the
governments (1968-1979/198O-I984) of the Rt. Honorable Pierre Trudeau. The
Liberal's "just society" supported the development of "close, cooperative,
consensus building relationships" between groups, Cabinet and the public
service.*'

'O

2'

As a result of this democratic political mindset, access to key policy

Hugh Thorbum, Interest Groups in the Canadian Federal System (Toronto: University of Toronto Press. 1985) p.3
James John Guy. Peopie, Pditics, and Govemment (Toronto: Maxwell MacMillan Canada Inc.. 1990) p.343
PY~Q.p349

makers and govemment funding for pressure groups became a political n o m
during Trudeau's administration.
The character of Canada encompassed by our two linguistic identities is
often an antagonistic dimension in pressure groups politics. The funding

forrnulae for pressure group grants often favor language groups. For example in
1992, the "$28.4 million distributed for 337 language groups was almost three

times greater than the amount provided to womens' groups and eight times as
much as that given to organizations for the disab~ed."~Additionally, minority
rights are often perceived as parallel to identity. therefore. the issues surrounding
Quebec's position in Canada often ôppear to threaten the objectives of groups in
the rest of Canada. As Leslie Pal writes, "The maneuvers over Meech Lake by
ethnic groups, women and aboriginal groups were clearly motivated by the fear
that the Accord's emphasis on Quebec's distinct society and on Canada's
linguistic dualism might tmmp their Charter r i g h t ~ . " ~For
~ some groups, the
onset of the Constitution of Canada and the Chader of Rights and Freedoms
have provided the constitutional tool for groups intent on not allowing the

question of Quebec to supersede the rights of other minorities.
The 1982 entrenchment of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms
proved to be a catalytic event for pressure group politics in Canada. Although
there has only been one court challenge to the Firearms Act (with other
provinces threatening legal action) for many groups, the Charter has bewme a

a Val Sean. 'Interest Grwps - The new power in Ottawa".fhe Toronto Star, April28. 1992. p.Al7
23
Leslie Pal, lnterests of State: The Pditks of Language. Mu(ücuIturalism and Feminism in Canada (Montreal: McGill
University Press. 1993) p.280

vehicle for bypassing govemment and political parties' altogether. Instead, the
courts became a favorable venue for challenging govemment decisions that were
perceived to infn'nge upon a group's rights or collective interests. Former
Extemal Affairs Minister. Flora MacDonald, once commented on the proiiferation
of pressure groups as a "tendency of individual Canadians to move towards
afTiliating themselves with special pressure groups and take a less interest in
political parties because they can achieve their goals more quickly by other
r n e a n ~ . " This
~ ~ observation was dearly demonstrated with the onslaught of

Charter based groups in the 1980's. These groups ignore the legislative
process instead concentrating their efforts and resources in the judicial system in
order to facilitate social and political change. For example. LEAF. the feminist
Legal Education and Action Fund was instrumental in the wording of the equality
section (15,28) of the Charter and feminist groups often take advantage of the
broad wording vis-à-vis numerous court challenges. Groups, such as the
Canadian Disability Rights Council and the Charter Committee on Poverty
Issues, seek to challenge government decisions affecting their interests solely
through litigation instead of the traditional pattern of elite accornmodati~n.~~
These groups, similar in their political genesis. share the pressure group arena
with more mainstream groups who continue to exercise their political persuasion
techniques outside of the wurtroom. Among pressure groups triumphs have
been several women's organizations who were successful in revising the terrns
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of sexual consent with their 'no means no" lobby. As wefl, dozens of pieces of
legislation from the Communications Act to the Bank Act were substantially
fomed as a result of pressure group testimony before padiamentary
~ornrnittees.~~
Arguably, the entrenchment of the Canadian Charter of Rights and
Freedoms has influenced the political culture of Canada. The Charter

encourages citizens to challenge laws as unconstitutional when there is a
potential for their rights to be infringed instead of waiting until their rights are
actually violated. According to Alan Cairns, 'Via the Charter, the post 1982 Constitution speaks directly to Canadians in t e n s of citizen-state re~ations."~~

The Charter has nurtured the proliferation of "equality seekers" who
engage in political discourse for groups representing language, feminist and
aboriginal wncems, to name a few. This new phenornenon, which political
scientists Ted Morton and Rainer Knopff have labeled the "Court Partyn.insists
that the inevitable outcome of the "Charter Revolution" is a "loose alliance of
judges, bureaucrats, lawyers and activists, academic and media personalities
who use the Charfer in a new playing field for the pursuit of politics: the courts."28
Ultimately, cftics of the flowering of Chader based groups and their
subsequent successful court challenges, argue that these group's objectives shift
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the collectivist values inherent to Canada to a more American set of values which
stresses individual interests above the col~ectivity.~~
The level of effectiveness and participation of pressure groups. however,
was tempered with the election of the Rt. Honorable Brian Mulroney. His
Conservative govemments (1984-1 993) methodically hindered the pressure
group levers of political influence by limited access to key policy makers and
withdrawing financial support to groups who existence relied on govemment
funding. A fundamental ideological value held by the Mulroney administrations
centered on leadership. Mulroney believed it was a state's responsibility to
govem and fulfill its mandate without interference from non-elected players in the
political arena or to jeopardize state autonorny by pandering to special

inter est^.^' The funding cuts were explained simply as an exercise in fiscal
restraint. Ultimately. the groups representing the most vulnerable in society
such as the poor, the elderly, and children were severely wnstrained in their

subsequent lobbying efforts. In addition to limiting access to governrnent actors
and withdrawing kinding to many groups, the Mulroney administration introduced
legislation to regulate and wntrol professional lobbyist so prevalent in Ottawa's
political landscape. After extensive resistance from professional lobby fimis, Bill
C-82, The Lobbyist Registration Act was proclaimed in i989. This rather meek

piece of legislation did not regulate lobbyists. but merely resisted them, their
clients and the issue. There were no provisions for financial disclosure.

Jackson, p.355
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Whether or not the limiting of pressure group participation in the political
process contnbuted to the resounding electoral defeat of the Conservative
govemment in 1993 is spawn for political debate. Cleady, Canada is a grouponented society in which groups are an integral wrnponent in the policy making
process despite attempts to limit their scope and hamper their participation in the
political system.
Conclusion
This analysis demonstrates that Canada's pluralistic nature is entrenched
and that pressure group politics is a legitimate component of the country's
political system. For many, the dse of pressure groups has jeopardized the
principles of democracy and challenged the autonomy of the state. Conversely.
others believe that group participation has enhanced the political process by
recognizing the fundamental nghts and values of individuals and their
relationship with the state.
Studying the dynamics of pressure group activity facilitates questions
surrounding the role of the political representative. Do we as a society empower
our politicians to decide on issues, which effect the entire or parts of the polity, or
are political actors stili beholden to listen to their wnstituents and act accordingly
with a majority consensus? Elections become the polity's mechanism to ensure
accountably with elected officials. but does Canada's electoral system tnily allow

for accountability especially for the traditional parties?
For many people. pressure group politics enhances democracy regardless
of what role the elected official plays. However, this enhancement is tempered

with the political realw that tabled legislation generally is ensured safe passage
through Parliament, pnmanly due to partly discipline borne from the enforcement
of the govemment's political agenda. Consequently, the question of what role
should pressure groups play in our political system has become a widely debated

political argument.

Chapter Two
Introduction

The evolution of gun control legislation in Canada was often a slow and
stagnant process for most of the 2on century. The cataclysmic events at Ecole
Polytechnique in Montreal on December 6, 1989 spurred the proliferation of
interest groups concerning gun control. The demographics and characteristics
of the groups involved on either side of the debate were as diverse as their

arguments. Highly institutionalized groups with disparate areas of expertise and
concem converged. culminating in a highly effective coalition. Alternatively,
smaller rural organizations, driven by their distrust of urban central govemments,
formed and mobilized regionally, expending their resources and strategies to a
wider political scope. Clearly, the organizational characteristics influenced the
pattern of strategies that each side of the debate would later employ.
The govemment agenda regarding gun control reflected the political will of
that period. The scope of gun control legislation increased, culminating with the
Liberal govemment's Bill C-68. tabled in 1995. Clearly evolving from previous
gun control legislative attempts by the Conservative govemment. Bill C-68
introduced Canadians to a level of political and interest group debate which to
many was unprecedented in the history of pressure group politics in Canada.
Shots echo throughout a quiet Oshawa suburb on September 14,1994.
lnside Gagnon Sporting Goods Store, a robbery gone awry results in the
shooting death of the storeowner and the serious wounding of three customers.
A cache of weapons is stolen including handguns. Instantly, this incident

becomes another statistic of violent crime in Canada. However, an illuminated
marquee placed strategically in front of the sporting goods store, reveals the
irony of the moment. It reads, 'Crime Control, Not Gun ~ontrol."~'Amazingly.
this simple statement echoes the verbal mantra of a highly organized and
mobilized collection of groups representing hunters, sport shooters and gun
collectors. Their opposition to Bill C-68 and its predecessors has fueled the gun
control debate in Canada to unprecedented levels in recent years. Victirns of
violence groups, women's organizations and law enforcement agencies whose
energy and resources are genetally funneled through the umbrella organization

the Coalition for Gun Control, match the gun owner groups in emotionaf
firepower.
Groups representing both sides of the gun control debate rely heavily on
piquing the emotional chords of gun use in Canadian society. The dichotomy of
propaganda ranges from the formation of a fascist state void of civil liberties and
the decline of democracy to the heart wrenching accounts of lives shattered from
the pull of a trigger in a society apparently becoming complacent regarding
violent crime.
In the last decade, Canadians have witnessed an unprecedented level of
discourse and public debate concerning gun control. Coinciding with public
participation on both sides of the debate, has been the determined political will of
governments intent on strengthening and enforcing Canada's gun control
legislation, However, firearm legislation in this country is not a recent legislative
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phenornenon as a brief examination of the history of Canadian gun control will
demonstrate.

An Historical Ovenriew of Gun Control in Canada
As Canada entered the 2om century, the ownership of guns by its citizenry
grew substantially. Consequently, in 1913, tne Criminal Code was amended to

increase penalties for the illegal possession and dangerous use of handguns.
This slight change however, had Iittle effect as the avaifability of handguns

continued to increase during the 1920's. Calls for tighter licensing procedures
were made by the Chiefs Constable Association of Canada (CCAC) and in 1926,
the federal govemment passed amendments restricting the use of handguns. In
response to the CCAC's mounting pressure to further control srnall amis, the
Canadian Parliament adopted the country's first firearrn registration legislation in
1934.
In 1935, the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) established a
registry of handguns, which helped police in tracing stolen firearrns used in the
commission of crimes. All small arms had to be registered with the RCMP and a
copy of the registration was given to the local police constable. Perrnits were
now required for perçons to carry pistols and revolvers whether on a regular

basis or just to transport from one location to another. By 1939, over 180.00
weapons had been r e g i ~ t e r e d . ~ ~
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The end of World War IIwitnessed an increase in the number of guns
entering Canada, primarily due to the return of veterans with their own personal
arsenals. In 1945, authorities issues a re-registration order for small a m s
including over 500,OO 22-caliber rifles. By the late 1940's. there were three
different firearm registries in Canada resulting in confusion and inefficiency for
both law enforcement agencies and gun owners.
Under a system proposed in 1949. the local police would still be
responsible for registration of present gun owners but the RCMP would now deal
directly with future gun owners. Clearly, the registration systern of that period
was ineffective. primarily due to the fact that registration was voluntary and gun
ownership frequently changed hands.
It was not until 1977, that pariiamentarians and Canadians recognized the
need for stricter gun control legislation in Canada. In that year. Bill C-51, which
would later become the Criminal Law Amendment Act, introduced Canadians to
a new era of gun control.
The wmerstone of these amendments was the introduction of the
Firearms Acquisition Certificate (FAC) and a restricted weapons permit needed
for handguns and sorne military weapons. With this amendment, al1 fully
automated weapons were banned although cuvent owners were "grand
fathered". Proponents of gun control were critical of the FAC system because
anyone owning a firearm prior to 1978 did not need to obtain a FAC. Also, FAC
holders could obtain as many guns as they wanted during a five-year "grace"

period without applying for additional F A C ' s . ~ The
~ FAC's were issued by a
"firearms officer" (usually local police) and a person could be refused one for a
variety of reasons including psychological instability, posing a threat to someone
else and possessing a criminal record?
Dunng the drafting of this legislation. a small but vocal gun owner lobby.
centered in Western Canada, emerged. Through rallies and meeting with their
local MPs who would later speak on their behalf in Parliament, gun owners were
able to persuade legislators to omit the licensing of

guns and ammunition from

Bill C-51. Their slogan, "Guns don't make laws, but gun lobbies damn well do"
was direct and can still be found in the gun lobby propaganda of t ~ d a y . ~ ~
For well over a decade, gun control was a low priority on both the public
and political agenda as Canadians grappled with the recession, the Constitution
and the issue of Quebec's separation. However, on December 6, 1989,
Canadians were confronted with the brutal reality of guns and misogyny in our
society. On that day, Marc Lepine walked into an engineering class at
Montreal's Ecole Polytechnique, separated the men from the women and then
systematically gunned down 27 people, killing 14 women. The Ruger Mini-14
semi automatic rifle used by Lepine was not restricted and Lepine had legally
acquired the weapon. This worst single day massacre in Canadian history
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would becorne the catalyst for gun control groups as they began to walesce and
demand tough gun control laws in
The urgency and public outcry to introduce updated gun control legislation
fell to then Justice Minister, Kim Campbell. In June 1990, Campbell introduced
Bill C-80, seen by many as a direct response to the Montreal tragedy. The
primary components of Bill C-80 included tougher penalties, such as 5 years
imprisonment for anyone found guilty of converting a semi automatic weapon
which fires a single shot with each pull of the trigger, to a fully automated

weapon. Another provision was that the clip size of weapons would be reduced
to 5 bullets. Lepine's weapon had a 30 shot clip. The bill also targeted the
registration process. Initially, anyone could acquire a FAC from police regardless
of their criminal history. However, the new proposals would have the applicant
provide photo identification and guarantor signatures from two professionals such
as ministers or physicians. The bill addressed the emotional impulse of buying
weapons by instituting a 28- day waiting period between the registration of gun
ownership to the actual taking ownership of the g ~ n . ~ ~
Bill C-80 failed to pass second reading, primarily due to opposition from rural and
western backbenchers. Undaunted. Campbell introduced new tegislation. Bill
C-17, which would become law on December 5, 1991, included the following new

proposals for gun wntrol:
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O

Restriction or prohibition of 200 weapons including assault rifles.
pistols with large magazines and combat shotguns.

O

Ammunition must be stored and locked separately from the weapon.
The age to acquire a FAC rose from 16 to 18.
Novice gun owners were now required to take a mandatory firearrn
safety course.
Written references from 2 guarantors were needed to obtain a F A C . ~ ~

The new bill drew the ire of both sides of the gun control debate. Gun advocate,
Michael Martinoff, then president of the National Firearms Association. argued
that the new measures "violate our constitutional nght to secunty against

unreasonable seizure" and he denounced the legislation as "a wasteful
bureaucratic make-work p r o j e ~ t . " ~Altematively,
~
gun control advocates wished
the legislation "had gone further on assault rifles and theft of weap~ns.'*~
The joumey of Bill C-80 and the adoption of Bill C-17 were undoubtedly
infiuenced by a series of highly publicized violent crimes involving guns in
Canada.

As Wendy Cukier, president of the Coalition for Gun Control writes,

''The murder of Nina DeVilliers of Burlington, the murders at Concordia
University, the drive-by shooting of Nicholas Batterdey in Ottawa and the
shooting of Vivi Lemoinis at Just Desserts in Toronto continued to focus media
and public attention on the problem."'
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Encouraging to advocates for stricter gun control laws. was a 1993 Angus
Reid poll which showed that 86% of Canadians supported the registration of ail
firearrns. Additionally. the political will to introduce stricter legislation was
coalescing. By 1993, the Consewative wntrolled Senate urged Justice Minister
Campbell to draft legislation instituting a cornplete registration system for al1
firearrn~.~*Consequently. gun control was a hot political potato during the
federal election in October 1993. The newly elected Liberal Government
(although vague in their Liberal platform Redbook conceming gun control)
seemed poised and willing to draw Canada into a new round of gun control
discussions with Justice Minister Allan Rock at the apex of the debate.
A New Regime of Gun Control: Bill C-68
Justice Minister Allan Rock's foray into the gun control debate was
undoubtedly a crude initiation for this rookie into the political forum. The topic of
gun control is a politically unpalatable issue and often a no win situation for the

political actor who finds it on their policy docket. Rock invested his own personal
political capital into Bill C-68 as he was consistently battered by gun owner
groups, opposing political parties and backbenchers from within his own party
ranks. The bill however. had the strong support of Prime Minister Jean Chretien

and opposition from Liberal MPs. generally came from western rural areas where

the Liberal Party was politically weak anyway. Consequently, Allan Rock was
adamant about the content and passage of Bill C-68 and not malleable to major
amendments. Therefore. despite vehement opposition to Bill C-68. the main

'' Ibid.

pillars of the bill would eventually crystallize into the Fireanns Act. The principal
component of Bill C-68 was the ushering in of a mandatory registration of an
estimated 7 million firearms.
Registration certificates for currently owned firearrns would be
introduced January 1, 1998 at a cost of no more than $10.00 for the
first 10 guns, then would increase to $18.00 by 2002. Registration
certificates for newly acquired firearms would cost $15.00 for each
shotgun or rifie efFective January 1.1996 and $60.00 for each handgun
effective January 1, 1996. The fee would decrease when the
computer technology went online and wst-effective measures were in
place.
Firearms licenses with acquisition privileges would be introduced
January 1, 1996 at a cost of $60.00. Renewing these licenses every 5
years would cost $60.00.
Ban the future importation or sale of a wide variety of small and easily
concealed handguns known as "Saturday Night Specials".

Impose a minimum four-year sentence for crime committed with a gun
including robbery and sexual assault.
Tighter anti-smuggling measures to stop weapons from illegally
entering
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The comerstone of the legislation, of course, was the universal registration of
al1 firearms. which had becorne the lightening rod for gun owners. Although both
sides of the gun control debate were organized and active in their lobbying
carnpaigns during the legislative process of Bills C-80 and C-17, it was the
genesis of Bill C-68 which would bewme the catalyst for gun control lobbying
efforts and strategies for both sides of the issue.

The new legislation sewed not

to change the face of gun control incrementally but rather introduce Canada to a
whole new regime of gun control measures, which would affect millions of gun
owners. In essence, the new bill imposed both matenal and value based losses
for gun owners, as they became the clear targets for regulation by govemment.

Alternatively, the pro-gun control groups had everything to gain as their
objectives for stricter gun control measures now appeared to be within their
grasp.
The Principal Players in the Gun Control Oebate
The Coalition for Gun Control

After the tragic events of December 6.1989. two women, Heidi Rathjen.
an engineering student at Ecole Polytechnique and Wendy Cukier, a professor at
Ryerson University, came together after months of organizing petitions
separately. Both women were amazed and angered at the availability of guns in
Canada, especially the Stum Ruger rifle used by Marc Lepine. As Cukier noted,
"1 couldn't believe we knew more about dog owners than gun owners.'*

Doug Fisher. "Two women led the fight for gun bill.' The Ottawa Citizen. February 18.1995. p.A5

Empowered by the thousands of signatures they had gathered separately, Cukier
and Rathjen fonned the National Coalition for Gun Control (CGC).
Within months. high profile individuals and groups would join their
organization to lobby for tougher gun control in Canada. Undoubtedly, most
people, including their opponents believe that without Rathjen and Cukier's
ceaseless mobilization of national support, Justice Minister Rock's bill would not
have nearly as far reaching in its swpe. As Çhella Purdy, policy advisor to Allan
Rock commented, "The govemment was already comrnitted to strengthening
these laws but they (Rathjen and Cukier) were very instrumental in helping us
focus on what the weaknesses were.ld5
Perhaps because of her determination to strengthen Bill C-68 and
advocate for its passage, Cukier's foray into the political process was tenuous at
best. In a phone interview, Cukier recounted the nurnerous death threats, hate
mail packages and personal attacks she received. She has been accused of
being "a stupid girl trying to further the Femi-Nazi agenda". Likewise, on her first
attempt to lobby politicians, Cukier was politely asked by House of Cornmons
security to leave. However, according to Cukier. "righteous indignation" and "the
belief that anyone can do anything" have served her well in polishing her
lobbying strategies and a p p r ~ a c h . ~ ~
By the end of 1990, over 350 groups advocated the positions of the
Coalition for Gun Control. Among the principal groups are:

4s
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Canadian Association of Chiefs of Police
Canadians Against Violence Everywhere Advocating its Termination

(CAVEAT)
Canadian Association of Emergency Physicians
Federation of University Women
Canadian Jewish Congress
Canadian Labor

The Coalition is a non-profit organization with its resources for operational
functions come from private donations and municipal grants. Many of the
rnember groups occasionally provide research and administrative resources for
the Coalition's many presentations.

Wendy Cukier and the CGC have repeatedly been asked to speak on the
topic of gun control at public forums by concerned groups and the Department of
Justice. During the formulation process of Bill C-68. the CGC was an active
participant in the drafting of the legislation. Because of the CGC's broad cross
section of member groups under its umbrella, the organization was able to
provide a wide array of statistics and analysis pertaining to gun use in Canada.
Working with senior bureaucrats within the Department of Justice. the CGC
contributed valuable information to the communication flow surrounding the
formulation of Bill C-68. Generally. the views of the CGC were parallel to the
direction in which the govemment was moving conceming gun control. The
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govemment elite recognized the legitimacy of the CGC because of its evolution
into an institutionalized structure and important contributing player in the policy
community. Additionally, the wide scope of interests aggregated within the
CGC, was viewed by the political establishment as being representative of the

general public at large. This legitirnacy facilitated relatively easy access to
bureaucratic and political actors during the formulation of Bill C-68. The
organization was also called upon by govemment agencies such as Senator
Sharon Carstair's office, to provide research information conceming gun control
statistics both here in Canada and in other countnes.
Cukier has appeared before Senate hearing ten times, advocating for both
the passage of Bill C-68 and for the CGC's princip~es.~
The positions of the
CGC are clear and unequivocal.

The organization advocates:
A ban on military assault weapons

Registration of al1 firearms
Controls on the sale of ammunition
Stricter controls on handguns4'
As the momenturn for stricter gun controls grew in both public and political

spheres, the CGC wntinued to recruit more groups under its umbrella.
Subsequently, as the gun control debate continued and the profile of the CGC
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became more recognizable both publicly and more importantly by political actors,
this organization was seen by many as a "primary constituency" in the policy
community conceming this legislation. Regarding the 'primary constituency".
Pross writes, "Their support in the implementation of programs and policies is
usually important. A minister is in trouble if he loses the support or relies just on
the one dimensional view of the bureaucracy.""

Cleady. the reality of the CGC's

relatively easy access to policy makers and contributions to policy research to
the bill made the organization a primary constituency in the policy community

regarding gun control.
As the gun control debate heightened, Rathjen provided the technical

support within the CGC and Cukier became the public face in the fight for gun
control. According to Priscilla DeVilliers, founder of CAVEAT and mother of
Nina DeVilliers who was mutdered by a parolee, "Wendy does not have a vested
interest in gun control, she primarily does what she does for the safety of the
public.'"'
Coinciding with Cukier's methodical and somewhat academic approach to
gun control, is what DeVilliers calls the "grassroots" of the gun control issue.

According to DeVilliers. CAVEAT and other victim's rights groups put "the
ernotional face on the gun control debate.n52 Her group has spoken before
Senate hearings twice and she often will participate in joint presentations with the
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CGC. CAVEAT's scope concentrates on a holistic view of crime prevention in
which gun control is a major component."
Other groups such as the Canadian Labor Congress and the Nova Scotia
Advisory Council on the Status of Women, authored submissions primarily to the
Standing Cornrnittgg on Justice and Legal A f f m conceming Bill C-68.
Generally. in these subrnissions. the groups provide research relating to their
areas of expertise and concem. For example, women's groups provide statistics
concerning gun use in domestic violence affecting women. Health organizations
provide the correlation's between gun use and escalating health costs. Each
group's autonomous research and subsequent submissions and testirnonies are
utilized within the CGC's resources with result being an organized and unified
advocacy network for stronger gun control laws in Canada. Acwrding to Cukier,
this "solidarity of lobbying efforts is crucial to irnpacting the political process and
the political w i ~ l . " ~
The characteristics of the CGC clearly offered political actors of the time

an organized, highly institutionalized and cohesive body of information and

research while offering some measure of the public attitude towards gun control
in Canadian society.
Anti-gun control groups

Matching the ernotional arguments and organized efforts of the Coalition
for Gun Control is a very vocal collection of gun owners, collectors. sport
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shooters and hunters. Some estimates put their numbers at 6 million

anad di ans.^'

The principle opponents of Bill C-68 or any measure of stricter

gun laws include;

The Canadian Bar Association
The Canadian Criminal Justice Association
National Firearms Association (NFA)
Ontario Federation of Anglers and Hunters
Albertans Airning for Truth
Shooting Federation of Canada
National Coalition of Provincial and Territorial Wildlife Federations
Canadian Medical Association
Canadian Civil Liberties Association
Two individuals, David Tomlison, president of the National Fireams Association
and Gary Mauser, a professor at Simon Fraser University, are generally the
public voice for the anti gun control r n o ~ e m e n t . ~ ~
Arguments against stricter gun control laws Vary. The w r e of the
resistance, however, is the belief that stronger gun control laws do not improve
public safety. Instead, groups argue that if existing laws concerning guns were
more forcibly enforced by police agencies and not plea-bargained away in our
justice system, the apparent need for stricter gun laws would disappear. The
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groups also claim that universal registration will lead to the eventual confiscation
of their guns, likening Bill C-68 to Nazi Gemany and the infringement of
individual freedoms. Other tenets of the ant-gun control movement clairn that
registration is nothing but a tax grab by the federal government or that urbanites
merely want to inflict their crime paranoia ont0 traditional rural c~mrnunities.~~
Opposition from the Canadian Medical Association was rooted in their
belief that registration would not affect crime or suicides. Opposition from the
Canadian Bar Association and Canadian Civil Liberties Association stemmed
from the bill's wide scope of search and seizure powers by authorities.
For many gun owners. Bill C-68 was merely one example of many which
exposed the urban driven political agenda of the centrally located Federal
Govemrnent. For those groups, gun control legislation followed the pattern of
urban driven public policy such as cuts to Via Rail western routes and the
Canadian Energy Program. both of which were devastating to western/mral
based interests. Leaders of the anti-gun wntrof movement also argue that law
abiding gun owners will be treated as criminals for infractions to Bill C-68 such as
non-compliance to registration which many gun owners have vowed to do.
As the debate wnceming gun control gained momentum, scores of new

groups opposing Bill C-68 emerged creating the impression of instability within
the ranks of the ant-gun control movement. Eventually, the more crganized
groups persevered and remained at the forefront in an attempt to provide a
unified voice against gun control. In 1994, 34 wildlife clubs fomied the National
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Coalition of Provincial and Territorial Wildlife Federations. A coalition in its
genesis, this organization did not obtain any high degree of an institutionalized
entity or become an influential member of the policy community. For many gun
owners, belonging to a group was more of a social action and reflection of their
interests, not a political statement. Therefore, many gun owners groups were
loosely stnictured with fluctuating memberships. A few organizations such as
the Canadian Firearrns Association, had through the years obtained some
semblance of an institutionalized pressure group with a permanent staff and
organizational objectives. However, their concerns and areas of expertise were
generally viewed by political actors as uni-dimensional and not representative of
vast public opinion. These groups. often turned to confrontational approaches

with elected representatives which could (and in many cases did) jeopardize their
access to government. These confrontations often became the "newsbyte" at
the end of the day, which in turn provided publicity for the groups involved.
Many of these groups were not "encumbered by the political structure that
involves a methodical process of group/govemment comm~nication.'"~
When provincial groups did coalesce to intensify their lobbying efforts,
Dave Tomlison, President of the National Firearms Association, which represents

100,000 gun owners, usually coordinated the logistics. Tomlison characterizes
the NFA as "the primary political and legal recourse for firearm owners and

groups in Canada" and that in "1984, we built a voting bloc to a size where
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politicians came wurting us both because of our strength and because of our
extensive interaction with other g r o u p ~ . " ~ ~
This interaction with other groups posed a problem for Tomlison and the
ant-gun control movement in 1993. In that year, during the federal election,
Tornlison publicly pleaded with the American based National Rifie Association
(NRA) to contribute financially to the Reform Party of Canada. According to

Andy Von Busse. "Dave's pleas was a big mistake" as gun control advocates
seized the opportunity to link gun groups in Canada to the perceived fanaticism
of the American gun culture and its political a m , the NRA.~' For the following

months. what some would cal1 a public relations fiasco, gun groups not only had
to defend their position conceming Bill C-68, but also try to distance themselves
from Tomlison's remarks and the NRA. This distancing continued in the years to
corne. In a phone interview with Gord Gallant of the Ontario Federation of
Anglers and Hunters, Gallant emphatically denied any political lobbying ties to
the NRA including financial assistance, but he did admit that his organization
does receive "technical support from the NRA" with their efforts to lobby
provincia~ly.~'
The alleged links to the NRA did not lessen the tenacity of those opposed
to Bill C-68. To balance the academic approach utilized by Wendy Cukier in her

iobbying efforts, the gun groups enlisted Gary Mauser, a business professor at
Simon Fraser University and a researcher at the MacKenzie Institute, a right wing
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think tank in western Canada. His most notable work on the subject, Canadian

Attitudes Towards Gun Control: The Real Story, is a wrnprehensive study of
attitudes and values held by Canadians conceming guns.

Mauser is often

invited to rallies and demonstrations to present his statistical findings which
support the positions of the gun groups. However, Wendy Cukier is quick to
dismiss Mauser and his analytical works. According to Cukier, Mauser's work is
widely believed to be funded by the NRA, and she notes, "when dealing with
interest groups, we must look at the way expertise is defined. Gary Mauser is a
business professor, not a cnminologist or a soci~logist."~~
Cukier has also been
criticized by her opponents for similar reasons.
Interestingly, Mauser has k e n criticized for his perceived vested interest

in gun control. Mauser is a member of the family who had designed various
rnilitary small arrns. which have been used around the world since 1784.
Mauser also admits his interest in guns stems from his childhood in the United
States where the rites of passage for young men involved leaming to handle and
shoot guns. Mauser writes, "After moving to Canada, I became interested in
gun-smithing, hand loading and hunting. Finally, I became interested in the
politics of gun wntrol and the sociology of gun o ~ n e r s h i p . ~ ~
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The Demographics of Gun Control

The leaders and groups on both sides of the gun control debate are as
diverse in demographics as they are in their reasoning for supporting their
various positions. The grassrwts member organizations aligned on either side
of the issue often fall into a gray area. For example, a mernber of the CLC may

also belong to a provincial wildlife organization or shooting club. According to
Tony Rodgers, past president of the Nova Scotia Wildlife federation, gun owner

groups are quick to rnake this point, accusing Cukier's gmups of having support
"which is a mile wide but an inch t h i ~ k . " Specifically,
~
opponents to Cukief s
groups, claim that it is only the leaders of the organizations who support gun
control. They believe that the grassroots of many of the organizations do not
support Bill C-68 or stricter gun control.
It is not coincidental that the leaders of the pro-gun control groups are
predominantly women, and men ovetwhelmingly guide the gun owner groups.
Gun ownership for many, symbolizes a set of intrinsic values inherent in many
gun cultures. Generally, guns are often equated with power, especially male
power. The genesis of gun ownership includes rites of passage for young men

in the role of hunter, gatherer and protector. Private gun ownership, for many,
symbolized their protection from state tyranny. For many. gun control is a
gender issue. a fact interestingly enough denied by leaders on both sides of the
debate. According to Wendy Cukier, "regional variations conceming gun control
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are stronger that the gender aspectd5 Concuning with this view is Dave
Tomlison's assertion that the "fastest growing segment of the hunting population
are women, and we are actively recruiting women to our gun clubs with new
programs designed for them."
Tomlison. like Cukier, believes gun control attitudes are derived from
rural/urban values. However. various polls conducted throughout this decade do
point out that many variations contribute to our attitudes concerning gun control.
For example, a poll conducted in May of 1995. showed that 75% of residents in
Canada's three Iargest cities supported Bill C-68 as opposed to only 59% in
towns of between 5000 and 100,000, and 47% for those who live in smaller
communities or fams. Additionally, women supported the law with 71% but men
only by 57%. Those with a university education supporteâ the law by 73% and
those without only 24%. Not surprisingly. 69% of gun owners were more likely

to oppose the legislation than were others at 29%. Support for the bill ranged
from lows of 40% in Manitoba and Saskatchewan to highs of 89% in Quebec.

Clearly, rural areas strongly opposed Bill C-68 while urbanites strongly supported

the

Interestingly, Quebecken were strong advocates for gun control in

urban and rural areas of the province. The Bloc Quebecois voiced their support
for stronger gun wntrol laws in Parliament and generally backed Bill C-68

M
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through its legislative joumey. The Party requested amendments further after
2ndreading and Allan Rock addressed many of their concems.

The Role of Human Agency in Pressure Group Politics
Gender and geographical demographics are two factors among rnany
which generally contnbute to the values, attitudes and motivations of individuals.
Presumably, idiosyncratic variables composed of psychological structures and
socialization experiences determine the strength of character needed to
challenge and persevere in the dynamics of pressure groups politics. This
chapter has introduced the key players in the gun control debate in such a
manner that their motivations hopefully have become evident. Cukier and
Rathjen both admit that guns were not a factor in their childhood's but instead
became interested in the issue during their university tenures which included
studies on violence against women. Altematively, Mauser and Tomlison, both
frorn rural backgrounds, were quickly introduced to guns and hunting as young

boys entenng their "rite of passage" into manhood by knowing the mechanics of
a firearm and its accompanying "culturen.

Although one could be challenged to provide tangible evident that
idiosyncratic variables impact upon the policy process, it is not unreasonable to
assert that intnnsic attitudes and values of key players from the pluralistic

environment do play a role in pressure group politics. Pressure group leaders
inherently believe that political actors are able to make choices in the policy
process. Thus, the cornpetition to promote interests and propagate influence
becomes legitimate. Consequently, political actors and state elite can choose

positions, which are conducive with or challenge the interests of pressure groups.
Human agency (which determines the actions of political actors) within the
structures of govemment is often tempered with the strength of political
leadership and political will.
Conclusion

Clearly, the debate surrounding gun control addressed the values and
beliefs of every Canadian. Opinions conceming the use of guns in our society
are generally crystallized and based on emotional argument and introspection.

For rnost Canadians, there is very little gray area in reference to gun control.
The veracity of the gun control debate in the last decade can attest to this

assertion.
The direction of the political will conceming gun control in Canada clearly
has evolved in the last century as crime statistics rise and the complacency of
Canadians is shaken to the core by vioient crime involving guns. Coinciding with
the political will and public outcry has been the proliferation of interest groups
surrounding the issue of gun control. The political firestorrn intensified with the
introduction of 8i11 C-68, the rnost extensive piece of legisiation conceming gun
control ever introduced by a Canadian governrnent. Groups involved on either
side of the debate mobilized and employed interest group strategies conducive to
their organizational structures. An overview of these strategies will be exarnined
in the next chapter. The resuits of their efforts culminated with interest group

politics at an unprecedented level in Canada.

Chapter Three
Introduction

The degree of access that pressure groups have on various structures of
government is often determined by the group's legitimacy and respectability in
the view of the govemment and bureaucratie elite. To affect the communication
flow and the direction of legislation within the policy community. access is vital for

groups to promote their interests.
Dunng the gun control debate, pressure groups sought access by utilizing
various strategies. In many cases, policy makers encouraged the input of
groups during the formulation and consultative processes of Bill C-68, however,
most groups utilized their own strategies to mobilize support in both the political
and public forums. Pressure groups were quite effective in projecting their views
to Parliament, media and the public.
The frequency of contact during the gun control debate was tremendous
and for many political actors, unprecedented. Comparatively, access

opportunities included everything from fonnal presentations and testimonies in
parliamentary hearings to confrontations with political actors both in Ottawa and
their respective ridings. Groups systematically expended their political
resources in an effort to influence policy outcomes. Both sides of the debate
became extremely proficient in utilizing and in some cases rnanipulating the

media to provide the images needed to put forth their views to the public. In
many cases, their efforts were marginally rewarded, however. the govemment

elite managed to preserve the fundamental tenets of the legislation.

Political Access
In Canada, 1 is widely accepted that goveming bodies in our society
generally are receptive to public opinion, demands and discourse from the polity.
This of course does not suggest that our political actors bend to our every wish,
however, most of us generally are given the opportunity to access our elected
representatives in some form or another. This exchange of ideas, opinions and
demands by groups and individuals, takes place in every constituency office
acroçs the country under the political principles of pluralism and participatory
democracy. As constituents. we can contact our elected officiais in al1 three
levels of govemment and express our support or opposition to a particular issue
or piece of legislation on the govemment docket. We can "engage" our elected

official to represent us in areas generally referred to as casework. It would,
however, be ludicrouç to suggest that a welfare mother in St. John's would have

the same level of access, influence or resources as a Bay Street lobbyist, but
fundamentally access to our elected officiais in whatever capacity is generally
accepted and expected.
To this end, an examination of strategies employed by both sides of the
gun control debate conceming access and influence on the policy process, public
opinion and a brief study of the scope and domain of pressure groups will be the
focus of this chapter.
Pressure Group Strategies
The Coatition for Gun Control

The strategies employed by the groups involved in the gun control debate

were as diverse as their organization's characteristics and arguments. The
lobbying strategies. which ensued primarily due to the federalist nature of our
democracy. followed the pattern that "groups will position themselves into the
political structure most conducive to their effectiveness and goals."68 Cleady.
this was the case for gun groups across the country including the Coalition for
Gun Control. Initially, the CGC was a nascent interest group with no previous
organizational framework and institutional values. However, the organization
quickly adapted to the political dynamics within government and moved along the
interest group continuum to evolve into a more institutionalized structure. The
organization now had a mandate to guide the roles and motivations of member
groups under the CGC's umbrella.
The CGC's approach concerning its lobbying strategies was very
methodical and academic. Every presentation by the CGC was reinforced with
statistical data ranging from income lost due to firearm deaths to the death rates
of children in Alberta compared to those in lsrael and lreland as a result of

firearms. The plethora of information concerning firearm use served Cukier well
as the CGC continued to recruit more groups under its umbrella who were

impressed with the Coalition's organizational stnicture and fundamental
arguments concerning stricter gun laws.
As the ranks of the CGC's base increased. proponents of Bill C-68 generally

deferred to and assisted Cukier, resulting in a whesive and concentrated series
of lobbying strategies directed at the apex of political power in Canada. Highly

institutionalizedgroups under the auspice of the CGC, rnounted their own
lobbying campaigns in collusion with Cukier and would generally kinnel many of
their organization's resources conceming gun control to the CGC. As a result.
the CGC, which primanly was composed of national organizations. aligned itself
federally when lobbying political actors.
Cukier had relative success in accessing policy advisors in Justice
Minister Allan Rock's offtce, mandarins with the Department of Justice and
advisors to Senator Sharon Carstairs, who sponsored the bill in the Senate.
Cukier was also able to work with Russell MacLellan, Rock's Parliamentary
Secretary at the time. Cukier quickfy gained a reputation in the policy
community as a group leader who was reliable and could provide expertise in a
non-partisan manner. This in turn encouraged the two-way flow of
communication which interest groups so desperately seek with govemment
officiais.

The CGC was invited to present formal presentations throughout the
legislative process and was routinely cailed upon by policy makers to provide
statistical data conceming firearrn use in both Canada and abroad. The
relationships the CGC forged with senior policy makers during the formulation of
the bill, served the organization well.

According to Helen Jones Dawson,
'Formal briefs are only effective when preceded by advance
discussions with the responsible ministers and their senior

civil servants. and when they are followed by the same
gro~p.~~
Cukier also made presentations to al1 of the federal party caucuses which in the
case of the Reforrn Party served very little purpose. Cukier notes,
"1 made fonnal presentations to every political caucus who

asked me. Some were receptive, some were not. Some
rnembers of the Reforrn Party Caucus wanted to know why I
wasn't putting my energies towards breast cancer research.
To them, gun control was not a women' issue."70
Groups already under the auspice of the CGC also were invited to make
presentations during the legislative process of the bill. Priscilla Devilliers from
CAVEAT, spoke on the subject twice in the Senate and routinely petitioned

parliamentarians to pass the bill. Victims of violence groups would also host
memorial services on significant dates such as December 6mto commemorate
those lost to violent crime resulting from firearms in Canada. These events.
would be the most visible to the public as the CGC and its member groups did
not use the strategies of confrontation with politicians. picketing or mass
demonstrations. Most members groups followed the lead of the CGC and made
fomal presentations to committees and the Senate. Groups, such as the
Canadian Association of Police Chiefs and the Canadian Jewish Congress. both
highly institutionalized entities in their own right, would not risk their position in
the policy community by employing confrontational tactics. These groups
regularly lobby govemment on a wide range of issues conducive to their interest
spheres. Gun control and Bill C-68 was merely one issue on a docket of many.

Jones- Dawson in Pross, p.38
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Therefore, Iike the CGC, most member groups relied on formal presentations to
political actors at the federal level and on the relationships their organizations
already had with mernbers in the federal policy process. According to JonesDawson, "Ministers welcome pressure group submissions as yet another source
of information upon which to base de ci si on^."^'

From the onset of the gun control debate in Canada, it was clear that the

CGC would employ tactics, which they deemed would be most successful to their
organization's structure and mission statement. Their concentration of the
central levers of power for federal legislation afforded them the opportunity to not
only have relatively easy access to policy makers but also contribute their own
information and statistics conceming gun use in Canada. However, as the CGC
was to witness during the amendment phase of the legislative process, easy
access did not always commute to pressure group influence with Allan Rock.
Initially, however, Bill C-68 was a reflection of the direction in which the CGC
wanted to see gun control laws in Canada move to in the near future.
The Anti-Gun Control Groups

Gun owner groups responded to the political power dynamics and
federalism by adopting strategies that incorporated lobbying efforts which
although did include pressuring federal politicians, basically focused on
provincial political actors. Many gun group leaders felt that provincial
governments, especially those of a different political stripe than that of the federal
government, might be more receptive to their lobbying efforts and arguments.
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For many rank and file rnembers of the various gun groups. provincial politicians
appeared to be more sensitive to their needs and concerns which in turn gave
these groups more tangible benefits. The legislation, although federal in
jurisdiction, initiated debate in provincial legislatures, which in Alberta facilitated a
legal court challenge after the bill became law. Gun owners and provincial
Department of Justice oficials citing property and privacy laws, both of which are
provincial in scope. challenged the legislation as unconstitutional. The decision
in 7998, by the Alberta Court of Appeal, ruled that Ottawa has the "constitutional
right to order that guns be licensed and registered despite the provincial
argument that such laws infringed on their jurisdiction over property and civil
r i g h t ~ . "The
~ ~ decision, a 3-2written ruling, did little to appease gun owners.
Buoyed by the close decision, provincial gun groups were successful in lobbying
their provincial legislatures to initiate other court actions. Ontario,
Saskatchewan, Manitoba and the two territones challenged the legislation as
unconstitutional and an infringement of provincial jurisdiction. Clearly, gun
owner groups felt an affinity with provincial politicians both in government and on
the opposition benches.
In keeping with the strategy of forging links with provincial legislatures in
different regions, according to Tony Rodgers, former president of the Nova
Scotia Wildlife Federation notes, "Wildlife federations and gun groups across the
country prefer to keep loose coalitions instead of foning one umbrella
organization because with one coalition the government only had to Say no
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once.n73 For many gun enthusiasts. the provincial organizations were more
sensitive to their wncerns as opposed to a national organization in which
provincial policy formation input could easily be limited to a national perspective.
Gun owners felt that 1 was easier to lose control of policy formulation at the
national level as they had a distinct distrust of any organization linked to Ottawa.
It was also feared that national organizations could becorne a bureaucratic

quagmire in which group leaders assume some of the ideology of their political
c~unterparts.~~
As the gun debate heightened. federal actors became the targets of gun
owner group pressure. Politicians were routinely contacted by every
conceivable manner from forrn letters to electronic mail. For many MPs the
onslaught was unprecedented in their tenure as elected officials. Gun groups
would routinely arrive at an MP's wnstituency office when hetshe would be in
their ridings. As noted in Chapter Two. gun groups staged demonstrations

across the cmntry and in Ottawa, which would routinely be attended by
thousands of demonstrators denouncing Bill C-68 as an attack on responsible
gun owners. Many politicians also were expected to attend town hall meetings
sponsored by the local gun group. Here. MPs particularly Liberals, were
inundated with noisy protests and veiled threats conceming their re-election
chances. All through the debate. the western based Reforrn Party became the
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political mouthpiece for gun owners groups and in tum the groups heavily
supported the Reform Party in their re-election bids.

As the debate wore on and provincial govemments continued to support
the gun groups. the strategy of forming provincial organizations to pressure local
governments and Members of Parliament continued. Wendy Cukier noted,
"When the antgun control groups saw that a federal strategy would fail,
provincial gun organizations began to fl~wer."'~Coinciding with Cukier's
observation, Andy Von Busse of the Alberta Fish and Game Association, noted
that, "Provincial groups are the most effective tool for fighting registration
because provincial politicians are more accessible and willing to be ~ o b b i e d . " ~ ~
However, the whesiveness and wntinuity of the dozens of gun groups. which
flowered during the years of, debate remains to be seen. According to Tony
Rodgers, "these groups formed in response to Bill C-68 but they also work on
other issues such as conservation and hunting regu~ations."'~
As noted previously in this thesis. when gun groups do malesce, Dave

Tomlison, President of the National Fireans Association, usually organizes it.
Letter writing campaigns, massive demonstrations and public relations
predominantly fall under the auspice of the NFA. The NFA, formed in 1984, is
the most active advocate for gun owners with gun control being only one of the
issues in which they politically mobilized. According to Tomlison, "The perceived
draconian measure of Bill C-68 has completely consurned the resources of the
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NFA for most of this de~ade."'~Like the CGC, the NFA was asked to make
format presentations at the cornmittee level and in the Senate. However.
Tomlison routinely was fnistrated by the lack of access and consultation for gun
owner groups. As the debate continued. however, the ensuing amendments
would reflect some of the concerns of gun owners but did not go a long way to
appease their anger or frustration over the biH.
Communication flow between the gun groups and the Department of
Justice was strained for much of the debate.

Justice Minister Allan Rock drew

the ire of gun owners as he was ridiculed for never owning a gun and for their
belief that he embodied the attitudes of the typical urbanite intent on inflicting
their paranoia on rural traditions and values.
Generally. the federal strategy ernployed by gun owner groups fell under
the guise of demonstrations and letter writing campaigns. not formal
presentations or testirnonies. When the groups were asked to speak on the
topic of Bill C-68, the NFA generally served as the organization, which could
provide the govemment with information and legitimate arguments against the
bill. Rodgers and Van Busse both admitted that access to federal policy makers
by provincial organizations was virtually impossible and instead they relied on the

access that provincial politicians could ensure on their behalf.
The lobbying strategies which ensued primarily due to the federalist nature
of our democracy. followed the pattern that "groups will position themselves into
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the political structure most conducive to their effectiveness and goals."79 The

CGC. cornposed of national organizations, aligned itself federally where 1 could
take advantage of its position in the policy community as a primary constituency.
Alternatively, gun owner groups effectively lobbied provincial elected officiais with

many provinces initiating court challenges to the bill and providing gun owner
groups political support on regional levels. The strategies employed by both
sides of the debate in the political forum, however, were not always as effective
in mobilizing the politicai bias as they were in the public domain.

Aggregating lnterests in the Public Sphere
From the onset. both sides of the gun debate recognized the importance
of public opinion. At critical times dunng the bill's debate, the govemment
commissioned public opinion polls to survey Canadian attitudes towards gun
control. Consistently, the majority of respondents favored tougher gun control
legislation. However, as Senator Gerald Comeau once noted in correspondence
with the Nova Scotia Advisory Council on the Status of Wornen, "Can a bill as
complex and as far ranging as C-68 be reduced to a simple yes or no telephone

s ~ r v e ~ Certainly
. " ~ ~ opponents to Bill C-68 did not think so. They often
dismissed public opinion polls as not representative of the general public or
rnerely the opinions of people misinformed about the current status of gun control
laws in Canada.
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The strategies employed by opponents and proponents of the bill
regarding mobilizing public opinion in their favor were divergent. The highly
publicized gun slayings of innocent victims during the course of the bill's debate
served to fuel the emotional impact of firearrn crime in Canada. The families of
the victims of the Montreal tragedy and memben of CAVEAT would often join
Wendy Cukier and the CGC at press conferences conceming Bill C-68. On
many occasions. Cukier would join the families at mernorial services honoring
their loved ones. These low-key events, often covered extensively by the media,
were highly effective in mobilizing public opinion regarding the need for tougher
gun controls. According to Priscilla DeVilliers, "Families of victims were always
ready to put a face on the tragedy of violent gun
Altematively, the gun owner groups chose strategies which they hoped
would demonstrate their "strength in numbersncredo. Gun groups across the
country routinely held meetings and rallies in their small towns. These rallies
were generally well attended and received substantial news coverage in their
areas. A media search of material provide by Media Services in Saskatchewan
the week of January 6-23 in 1995, demonstrates the coverage gun groups
received in the days before Bill C-68 was tabled. During that week, three
different rallies were held with over 2000 people in attendance. The rallies were
organized to denounce the upcoming legislation and to extol the rhetoric of the
gun lobby. A provincially circulated paper, The Leader Post, consecutively ran
anti-gun control articles as their leading front-page stories. Additionally, anti-gun
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control advocates received generous airtime on three province wide radio
stations.'*
According to Dave Tomlison, "Rallies, call-in radios how and mass
demonstrations were used to get the support of the public and to keep moral up
among our m e m b e r ~ . " ~Occasionally.
~
gun ownen would coalesce and
descend upon Parliament Hill where their numbers were substantial. During
these mass demonstrations, placard waving gun owners provided the fodder for
local and national news organizations for that day. These confrontational
demonstrations were matched in emotional firepower by images of grieving
familias, victims of gun violence in Canada. Together. al1 of these images were
presented vis-à-vis electronic and print media to an attentive public, which
ultirnately would serve to formulate public opinion towards gun control.
As the debate escalated and the bill moved through its legislative process,
pressure group leaders were even more intent on mobilizing public support in
their favor. Pressure group leaders acknowledged that political representatives
were quite wifling to consult extensively with their constituents regarding gun

control.
The Department of Justice also recognized the crucial role of public

opinion in the policy wmmunity. During the course of the debate and after the
bill became the Firearms Act; the Department Justice produced a substantial
series of pamphlets and literature explaining the principles of the legislation and
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its implementation. Communication by the Department of Justice with what
Paul Pross calls the "attentive public" becarne an integral dimension of the
information flow which sumunded the policy making process of Bill C-68."
Accordingly. the pressure groups and govemment elite recognized the attentive
public's "capacity to generate inforrned support or opposition to policy makes
them an ally worth wurting and an opponent to be feared.n85
Clearly, the influence of pressure groups in this case study was not
restricted to political representatives but also extended to media and the general
public. The plethora of media average dunng the peak of the debate included

everything from pressure group leader profiles to a comparison of American and
Canadian gun cultures. The demonstrations staged by gun owner groups were
intended not only to embarrass politicians but also to raise public awareness of
Bill C-68 and the plight of "responsible gun owners". Gun groups hoped these
demonstrations would expose the bill as undemocratic. a waste of taxpayer's
rnoney and an illustration of the govemment's inability to address the "real"
causes of violent crime in Canada.

Not to be outdone by the extensive coverage of well attended and vocal
demonstrations on Pariiament Hill by gun groups. Wendy Cukier and Heidi
Rathjen granted interviews on national newscasts explaining their positions, the
merits of Bill C-68 and how it would improve public safety. One nationally
televised interview with Wendy Cukier in 1994 was quite effective in t e n s of

Pross, p.149
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mobilizing public support. During that interview. Cukier recounted the numerous
death threats she had received as welf as hate mail which in one case, included
a box of feces. Cukier clearly blamed gun owners for the harassrnent. This

proved to be a clever strategy on her part because viewen, regardless of their
stand on the issue, had to confront the possibility that "responsible gun owners"
could act hideously if their right to own a gun was threatened. On various
occasions, gun groups were their own worst enemy wnceming the media. In
one interview in December 1994, vocal gun activist and NFA spokesman, John
Perocchio was quoted as saying "that if the Liberals pass Rock's proposal, he
would take them out make them suffer". Perocchio later said that he meant he

would work to defeat the Liberals in the next election."

The damage, however,

was done as both the CGC and the Liberals jumped on Perocchio's words as
those of a dangerous gun owner.
For the individuals and countless groups involved in the legislative
process of Bill C-68, the strategies employed by groups did not end when the bill

becarne law on December 6, 1995. As noted previously, anti-gun control groups
persuaded the provincial govemment of Alberta to mount a constitutional
challenge to the law. The federal election of 1997 again witnessed gun groups
mobilize and fervently support candidates opposed to the new law. lnterestingly
(and certainly a topic for another thesis) in Nova Scotia, 5 rural Members of
Parliament who voted for the bill, lost their seats to Progressive Consewative
candidates who strongly opposed the law. This sense of empowerment was not
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lost on the more than 8000 gun owners who descended upon Parliament Hill on
September 22. 1998 to protest the December implernentation of the gun registry.
Their speeches and dernonstrations, however, had little impact on Justice
Minister Anne MacLellan as she stated, "the debate is over.. .we will not be
deterred by the inflammatory and irresponsible r h e t ~ r i c . " ~ ~
Clearly. the strategies employed by groups on either side of the issue
were representative of the scope and domain each side possessed conceming
their influence and which would be best utilized to further their interests.

The Scope end Domain of Pressure Group Influence
For those involved in pressure group politics, the scope and domain of a
group's influence can often be an indicator of whether that organization will meet
its objective of exerting its interests in the policy community. As noted in
Chapter 1. according to Robert Dahl, the scope of an actor's influence "refers to
the matters on which he or she can influence them

... The domain of an actofs

influence consists of the other acton influenced by him or ber?' Arguably,
developing a paradigm and attaching values to a pressure group's scope and
domain can be viewed as fairly subjective. For example, the National Action
Cornmittee on the Status of Women (NAC) and the Canadian Association of
Police Chiefs (CAPC) are both very influential groups when lobbying
backbencher Members of Parliament and Senators. tiowever, many would
argue that CAPC is more influential that NAC when lobbying tactics are directed
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at the Department of Justice due to the issues that the CAPC represents. Does
this mean that CAPC has aggregated more influence than NAC? Furthemore,
do MPs. Senators and the Minister of Justice possess different levels of
importance in reference to scope? Generally, this is an accepted aspect of our
political system. Arguably, NAC would be more influential when lobbying the
Minister Responsible for the Status of Women than would CAPC.
Fundamentally, the scope of the previous two groups would be considered
fairly large because both groups lobby govemrnent on a variety of issues that
concem their interest spheres. NAC's interests can range from welfare reform to
pay equity. Consequently, because their scope is wide, their domain - or the
actors whom are influenced by them, may be wide as well. NAC may have
limited access to the Minister of Defense or the Minister of Fisheries because
their areas of concem are not generally tied to either of these portfolios.
The scope and domain of the pressure groups involved in the gun control
debate varied. The domain of the CGC was centered on the levers of power,
which developed the legislation. As noted previously, the group forged strong
links with Justice Minister Allan Rock and senior bureaucrats within his
department. The CGC also worked closely with Senator Sharon Carstairs, who
sponsored the bill in the Senate and who was the group's fiercest advocate in the
"second chamber".

The scope of the CGC is clearly narrow. Gun control legislation is the
only issue in which the resources of the Coalition will be expended. However,
their focus on gun control containeci many perspectives because of the CGC's

demographics. The CGC's arguments for tougher gun control always included
the perspectives of women's organizations. health professional associations and
victim's rights groups. The member groups within the CGC therefore al1 possess
varying degrees of scope relevant to their organization's agenda. However, the
CGC itself, is a one-issue organization with clearly defined objective pertaining to
that issue.
Alternatively, the domain of gun owners groups appeared to be wider.
However, many of the actors influenced by these were removed from the locus of
power conceming the direction of the legislation. Provincial govemments and
the Reform Pa* did not have any influence on the formulation of Bill C-68.
Their influence would be felt after the bill was tabled as the Reforrn Party
continually attacked the govemment conceming the bill. Many gun groups
aligned themselves with backbencher MPs mostly from the Refonn Party and
NDP, both western supported parties at the time. Gun groups also collaborated
with provincial legislatures and most notably with the province of Alberta and its

Department of Justice. As noted previously. this collaboration resulted in a court
challenge initiated by that province. However, the domain of the gun owner
groups was lirnited in terms of influencing the apex of power conceming the bill.
Access by gun group leaders to Department of Justice officiais was limited.
Consequently, the govemment elite was only slightly influenced by these groups
as demonstrated by the eventual amendments, none of which served to weaken
the impact of the legislation.

The scope of gun owner groups was focused entirely on Bill C-68 during
its legislative process. A number of these groups, such as the Ontario
Federation of Anglers and Hunters, also lobby extensively in their provincial
legislatures for regulations regarding hunting. fishing. ouSitting and conservation.
Groups, which fomed in reaction to Bill C-68, continue to focus their efforts on
the present status of gun control. specifically the implementation of the
registration process, which started on December 1, 1998.
Measuring the s a p e and domain of influence attached to groups from
both sides of the debate can lead to an arbitrary and subjective analysis.
Clearly, when addressing wncems of federal legislation, lobbying federal actors
would appear to be the strategy to employ, however. the court challenges to the
legislation succeeded in giving the gun groups exposure and fodder for
resistance and more political discussion in the future. Both side of the debate
generally utilized the abilities afforded to them because of the extent of their

scope and domain in an effort to affect policy. The level in which they could
influence policy because of the strategies employed as a result of their perceived
scope and domain, however, remained to be seen.

Conclusion
The strategies employed by groups from both sides of the debate clearly
reflected their organization strengths and weaknesses. The national groups of
the CGC al1 had forged relationships and ensured access to federal political

actors in the past as a result of previous issues. The CGC quickly earned a
reputation of reliability and resourcefulness whiie remaining non-partisan. The

methodical, non-confrontational approach utilized by Cukier and the CGC
accornrnodated the political elite ensuring the group a place in the policy
community. The CGC made very few attempts to lobby provincial govemments
for support, instead focusing on the apex of political power in Canada.
Altematively, gun owner groups relied heavily on the support of provincial
govemments. Gun groups aligned themselves with the Reform Party federally;
who vehemently opposed the bill in the House of Comrnons. Their clear

partisanship would serve to lirnit access to key political pfayers as many requests
by the NFA and the National Coalition of Provincial and Territorial Wildlife

Federation to meet with policy makers, were often denied. Bombarding elected
officials with propaganda, letter writing campaigns and rallies became the favorite
tactics for gun groups, ail conducted under the watchful eye of the media.
All forces within the policy community worked to mobilize the bias of public
opinion in their direction.

As a result, media coverage on this issue was

extensive and continues to be so even today. The endurance of this issue is

partly due to the perseverance of the key political and pressure group players
involved in this issue. The success of their strategies as reflected in the scope
and domain of their influence in keeping the issue in both the political and public
forums cannot be ignored . For the govemment, measuring the temperance of

public attitudes towards gun control and this legislation was fundamental to their
efforts to legitimized the bill's principle objectives and eventually its
implementation.

Throughout the debate, the media provide the images, information and
propaganda concerning the issue of gun control, which in tum would ignite
discussion in public forums. Consequently, pressure group leaders utilized the
media to promote their interests and illuminate the set of values and attitudes
inherent to both sides of the debate. For gun owners, the legislation was an
assault on individual rights and threatened their ability to protect themselves from
the tyranny of the state. Alternatively, gun control advocates promoted their
arguments citing public safety particularly for those most vulnerable to gun
violence in society: women and children. For the state elite, arbitrating these
diverse views into gun control legislation conducive to their own policy agenda
could have proved to be a political quagmire if political leadership had not
persevered.

Chapter Four
Introduction

The degree of access that a pressure gmup has in various structures of
government is often detennined by the group's legitimacy and respectability in
the view of the government and bureaucratic elite. To affect the communication

flow and the direction of legislation within the policy community, access is vital for
groups in order to promote their interests. However, most groups devise their
own strategies regarding access and contact with elected and non-elected
representatives. The frequency of contact during the gun control debate was
tremendous and for many political actors, unprecedented. Pressure groups
were quite effective in projecting their views to Parliament, media and the public.
However, it was political actors who were subjected to a continuous onsfaught of
pressure group tactics during the gun control debate.
In an effort to appease pressure groups, Allan Rock staged a series of
consultative meetings with those affected by the bill. Eventually, amendments
were initiated which satisfied some of their concerns but certainly not their
opposition to registration, which was not amended in any way. Members of
Parliament also comrnunicated with their constituents in an effort to gauge their
opinions and listen to their concems regarding the bill.
Pressure groups expended their political resources in an effort to influence
policy outcornes. In some cases, their efforts were marginally rewarded,
however, the govemment elite maintained the fundamental tenets of the
legislation.

Surveying the Contact and Feedback of Political Actors
During the compilation of research for this thesis, one extraordinary
occurrence was a cornmon factor throughout the plethora of information.
Specifically, the levels of contact that inundated Members of Parliament and
Senators was unprecedented and to many political actors and their staff,
completely overwhelming. Every mode of communication from electronic mail to
faxes to individual visits was utilized by most interest groups surrounding Bill C68.

For the purpose of this thesis, an attempt to catalogue the level of contact
and to examine (if possible) the subsequent influence these expenditures of
resources by interest groups had on elected representatives, a one page
questionnaire was sent to 145 Members of Parliament and 50 members of the
Senate of Canada. Recipients were selected randomly, however, political
affiliation, provincial representation and gender were closely monitored to
correlate with the demographics of the 3!jrnPariiament between 1993 to 1997. A
more detailed demographic profile of the recipients is presented in Table One in
the Appendix.

I feel the returned comments and the brief statistical findings,

generally describe the experiences of political actors during this time.
The response rate for the questionnaire was 36.5% with 54 Members of

Parliament and 19 Senaton responding to the survey. Results of the survey
and numerous cornments chronicled in the surveys will be intermittently
presented throughout this chapter. Additionally, the author was able to wnduct
telephone interviews with three former Nova Scotia Liberal Members of

Parliament, Harry Venan of South West Nova Scotia, John Murphy of Annapolis
Valley-Hants and Derek Wells of the South Shore. A telephone interview was
also conducted with Refonn Member of Parliament, fan McClelland of Edmonton
Southwest.

Mr., Murphy. Mr. Verran and Mr. Wells were chosen because Bill

C-68 was an extremely volatile issue in their rural ridings, which in many cases

superceded any other issue in both their tenures as Members of Parliament and
during their re-election attempts. Mr. McClelland's input was sought because he
voted for Bill C-68, one of three Reform Members of Parliament who broke
Reform Party ranks to do so.
The comments offered by these individuals in addition to remarks noted
on returned suweys and numerous articles recounting ''town hall meetings" and
demonstrations centered on the bill, clearly demonstrate the mobilization of
interest group resources which were expended to address this piece of
legislation. Groups from both sides of the issue galvanized their strategies in
conjunction with each other and also with the ebb and flow of interest within the
public arena conceming guns in Canada. According to Michelle MacDonald,
Executive Assistant to Senator Sharon Carstairs, who sponsored the bill in the
Senate, "The massive amount of telephone calls. faxes and mail was so great
that we eventually stopped logging them."89
Many of the survey respondents reported that they had received
"thousands and thousands" of letters and faxes. In answer to the question
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concerning which groups contacted them, many respondents answered 'too
many to listn. One Refonn MP respondent wrote that he received "over 2200
letters and I answered them all." Conducive to these comments, was the survey
result which indicated that a staggering 93.2% of the respondents had been
contacted by interest groups and individuals hundreds of times dunng the
legislative process of Bill C-68.
Another common factor which was noted quite often by survey
respondents and in telephone interviews, was the aiarrning level of
misinformation which was being disseminated to govemment officials. the mass
media and the general public concerning aspects of the bill and gun use in
Canada.
Interestingly, a few years after Bill C-68 was passed, progun control
groups and specifically the Department of Justice. were accused by the
Canadian Police Association and RCMP Commissioner J.P. Murray of skewing
RCMP firearm crime statistics in order to strengthen the arguments for

implementing Bill C-68."

However, during the legislative process of Bill C-68. it

was the anti-gun control groups who were accused of spreading misinformation
conceming the bill and gun use in Canada and the United States. These groups
propagated that the passage of Bill C-68 was an assault on individual rights
concerning the ownership of property and the right to privacy. They also
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charged that universal registration was nothing more than a tax grab by the
federal government.
The following comments demonstrate that some Members of Parliament were
quite aware of the metoric and propaganda, which surrounded Bill C-68.
"Most of the people involved had incorrect information about the
proposed bill. The lobby groups played on the fean and catch words
of the issue to mobilize opposition to the bill."
I believe political activists pushed this issue from the Reform Party and
other right wing political organizations. They deliberately skewed the
debate making many people believe that Bill C-68 was aimed at
hardened criminals. Its scope was far wider than that."
a

"The groups opposed to Bill C-68 became more and more pushy as
time went on. Also. the information being put out by them was not
necessarily accurate but tended to support their arguments."

Acwrding to John Murphy, the gun control debate in his riding was "fueled by
misinformation" and the bill was viewed as "an emotional tax and money grab by
the federal govemment."sl

Derek Wells believed that voters in his riding were

terribly misinfomed about C-68 and did not want to be confused with the facts.
Wells noted that "98% of what they wanted me to vote against was not even in
the

John Murphy. former Nova Scotia iiberal Member of Parliament for Annapdis Valley-Hants, Personal Telephone
Interview, üeœmber 12. 1!39û
~2 Derek. Wells, former Liberal Member of Parliament for South Shom, Personal Telephone Interview, February 18.1999
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Another pattern noted by some suwey respondents was their belief that
the American National Rifle Association was closely associated with certain gun
groups in Canada.

Additionally, some respondents felt that the destructive

nature of the American gun culture was being misrepresented.

Hamy Verran

remarked that he believed that "Millions of dollars was poured in by the NRA" to
fund opposition to Bill C-68."g3 lan McLelland believed that Bill C-68 was "bad

legislation which plays on people's fears because they don't want an Amencan
s ~ c i e t y . " Two
~ ~ of the survey respondents wrote:
"Much of the printed word was NRA (U.S.) rhetonc."
"Many of the opposed wllaborated in a letter writing campaign using stock
forms provided by the Ontario Wildlife Federation which in tum can be traced

back to the American Rifie Association."
Compounding the misinformation, which many believed to be a concerted
effort to undermine the intentions of Bill C-68 and of those who supported the

legislation, was the zealousness of some gun owner groups and the manner in
which they advocated their position to politicians.

According to Michelle

MacDonald, "Senator Carstairs received unprecedented 2 death threats during
the Senate h e a r i n g ~ . " ~ Coincidentally,
~
the leaders of the Coalition for Gun
Control, Wendy Cukier and Heidi Rathjen, also received "numerous death
threat~."'~ Former Liberal MP Harry Verran, noted that for the first time in his
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life, he felt compelled to have a RCMP escort when attending meetings
conceming Bill C-68 in his riding. Verran notes, %orne of these guys are former
convicts and might think nothing of becoming a martyr by taking out a
po~itician."~' Coinciding with these personal threats, was the constant reminder
by gun owners that their wrath would be felt on Election Day if their MP dared to
vote for the bill.

During the federal election in 1997, thousands of bumper

stickers read "Remernber Bill C-68" and were quickly utilized by gun owners
across the country. This promise by gun owners, according to Derek Wells, was
very much the reality for his reelection bid. Wells notes,
"Bill C-68 caused my defeat. Every worker, every phone
canvasser blarned my stand on Bill C-68 for my defeat. I
would Say that 90% of the people Italked to wanted me to
vote against the bill and were outraged I did not. People were
vile. No other issue was in the forefront as such as gun
control and the Conservative candidate played the Bill C-68
card continuously. If I was going to lose that election that
was the issue I was most comfortable losing withnM
However, it was the tone and relentless lobbying by gun owners, which
clearly raised the proverbial stakes in the gun control debate.

Political actors

were relentlessly pressured to either press for amendments or vote against the
bill entirely.

As the legislative process of Bill C-68 progressed, gun owners

focused their efforts on proposing amendments to the legislation.

These

strategies brought swift and adarnant opposition from the Coalition for Gun
Controi but a more pragmatic response from Justice Minister Allan Rock. Before
the amendment phase however, an extensive series of consultations between
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Justice Minister Allan Rock, Department of Justice officiais and many of the
groups affected by the law, t w k place
Patterns of Consultation

lndividuals and the groups in which they support will often press for some
form of consultation during the formulation of public policy.

Often, there is

distrust that govemment policy may be too wide in scope or that policy makers
are too insensitive to realized the impact of their policy decisions.
This distrust was an enduring issue during the gun control debate. Gun
owners publicly criticized Altan Rock for his apparent ignorance regarding their
Canadian gun culture.

Additionally, the bill fueled a sense of alienation often

associated with the western provinces and other regions. The history of federal
legislation in recent years, which adversely affected western interests, activated
the distrust and paranoia of gun owners, especially in the Prairie Provinces. The

political dogma espoused by the western-based Reform Party further entrenched
the aiienation gun owners felt towards the Liberal govemment.
This legislation would affect the lives of approximately 3 million
Canadians, primarily from rural areas. Therefore, for many groups, consultation
was not only expected. it was demanded.

This expectation for consultation,

according to A R . Doebell, a researcher at the lnstitute for Research on Public
Policy, has become entrenched in pressure groups politics over the course of
time in Canada.
Doebell writes,

"The participation phenornenon of the last two decades has
affected private enterprise, govemment and citizens at large,
and there is an expectation that employees and citizens will
be involved in decision making through participation in
planning, impact analysis. policy review and other
organizational or political exercise~."~~

The process of consultation after Bill C-68 was tabled served to rectify the
lack of consultations not accomplished by previous governrnents conceming gun
control. However, consultations with those who would be affected with the new
law and the marginal amendments resulting from group input, did not undermine
the government's direction for gun control legislation in Canada. Cleariy, Bill C68 was not the product of general public discussion. In the months following the
tabling of the govemment's action plan and Bill C-68, it was Allan Rock and the
Department of Justice who set the agenda for consultation and in most cases.

the participants.
advisors.

Formal presentations were at the discretion of Rock and his

Unlike before the bill was tabled and in its initial stages. gun groups

were relatively successful when petitioning to testify at the formal cornmittee
hearings in both the House of Commons and the Senate. Conflicts arising from
many of these presentations. eventually evolved into carefully crafted
amendments. These amendments, which will be discussed later in this chapter,
did not dilute the principle clauses of Bill C-68.

Most amendments served to

appease (if only slightly) specific concems without provoking the ire of CGC or

the majority of Canadians in favor of the bill.

In fact, maintaining the support of

the CGC during debates and consultations conceming the bill was crucial to
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Rock. In the days following the introduction of the bill, Rock wouM routinely list
the groups within the CGC, which supported the bill.

Groups. which generally

enjoyed a favorable position in the policy community such as the Women's
Catholic League of Canada and the Canadian Association of Police Chiefs. were
often listed by Rock as supporters of the legislation when he had to address
concerns for the bill in the House of ~ o m m o n s . ' ~
Routinely naming the groups,
which supported the bill, was crucial for Rock as he deflected criticism about the
bill in the weeks after it was tabled.

The Consultation Process
During the construction of Bill C-68, Justice Minister AHan Rock initiated a series
of consultations with groups and individuals from one coast to the other. Cleady,
Rock wanted to rectify the lack of consultation during previous rounds of gun
control legislation. During the period between May to October of 1994, Rock
traveled to every province and territory, appearing at public rallies, town hall
meetings and information panels concerning gun use in Canada.
According to Rock,
'1 met with over 150 national and regional organizations of
firearrns owners and users, hunters, ranchers, collectors,
sport shooters. black powder enthusiasts and gun dealers. I
also met with representatives of police forces, women's
groups, community and health care workers. These
extensive travels were not just an exercise in tourisrn. ! did
not spend countless of hours in meeting with those persons
only to go through the motions. l listened and learned. My
views were shaped. In many important ways they were
substantially changed by what I heard."'O1

'" AIlan
Ailan Rock. House of Commons Debales, F e b ~ a r y17,1995. p.53
Rock. Proceedings of t
h Standing Senate Cornmittee on Legal and Conslitutionel R f f a h , Issue W6, p.28
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These meetings with groups from both sides of the gun control debate
were the first of a three-phase consultation process, which would wst Canadian
taxpayers over $400.000. The first phase ended on November 30,1994, when
the govemment tabled its action plan on fireanns in the House of Commons.
The tabling of this document initiated the second phase of consultation, which

took place between November 30, 1994 to February 14, 1995. During this time,
Allan Rock and the Department of Justice examined the views and reactions to

the government's firearm action plan both within his caucus and the public arena.
During this period, Department of Justice officiais sent copies of the proposals to
over 690 Aboriginal leaders across Canada seeking their reactions and

involvement by encouraging them to submit suggestions for amending the action
plan. The request for amendments was staggering and would later be
addressed by Rock in the f o m of carefully crafted changes.
The third phase of consultation began on February 14, 1995, when Bill C68 was tabled in the House of Commons. According to Rock, "The bill, as

tabled, reflected the changes from the action of November 3omto include the
constructive suggestions I have received in the interim."'02
Second reading debate of Bill C-68 took place in the House of Commons
between Febmary 16m and April 15m-It was then referred to the House of
Commons Standing Cornmittee on Justice and LegalAffairs. This cornmittee

heard over 70 witnesses in 18 days of hearings followed by an extensive series
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of debates. The bill was further debated at third reading and passed Jun 13,
1995.

Rock presented the bill to the Standing Cornmittee on Legal and

Constitutional Affairs. he prefixed his remarks by noting. uAs it appean before

this committee today, the bill includes a number of changes, which have been
made along the way. In my view. those changes have improved and
strengthened the

Coinciding with Allan Rock's series of consultations.

were those of MPs who during this tirne were inundated with pressure group
contact and requests to meet and talk about the bill.

The Comrnunity of Consultation by Members of Parliament
For many Members of Parliament, their own consultations with their
constituents were as extensive as Allan Rock's. When responding to the survey.
a few MPs included their "householder" which often devoted pages to firearm

statistics. a summary of Bill C-68 and in many cases. a questionnaire to the
constituent inquiring about their views on the bill. According to John Murphy. he
"personally corresponded with over 1000 people in his riding and attended
several meeting organized by gun owners in my area."lq This pattern of
pressure group politics would be followed in every constituency across the
country particularly in rural ridings. However, it was the series of consultations
by Edmonton Southwest Refom MP lan MeLeIland, which piqued my interest as
well I'm sure those of his wlleagues in Ottawa.

'" Allan Rock, Issue M6,p.29
'04
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Before Bill C-68 was tabled McLelland. in tune with his party. opposed the
direction in which the government was moving in relation to control. When the
bill was tabled, McLelland generally began to favor the principles of the bill. His
opinion was solidified by a survey he conducted with his constituents. the
majority of whorn favored gun control. Edmonton Southwest constituents clearly
wanted gun control as docurnented by McLelland during the gun bill's debate.
However, after the 2ndreading of Bill C-68, McLelland reconsidered his position
on the bill. deemed it "bad legislation" and voted against the bill. Again.
McLelland consulted with his constituents through another survey. The results
showed that the majority of McLelland's constituents still wanted the bill and
urged him to vote in favor of the bill in its 3* and final reading. Therefore.
adhering to the populist political principles, which the Reform Party advocates,
McLelland voted for a bill, which he personally did not support. According to
McLelland. "l'm not the poster boy for gun groups and I put a smile on the faces
of my political opp~nents."'~' Cleariy, the opinions of McLelland's constituents
concerning gun control in combination with the populist ideology of the Reform
Party, influence the direction of McLelland's vote wncerning Bill C-68.

Opposition in the House of Commons to the bill came as mentioned
enviously, by the Reform Party and NDP with the latter following the lead of the
NDP provincial govemment in Saskatchewan. Opposition was also growing

amongst Liberal backbenchers who later would be instructed in a ministerial

'" lan Mclelland, PersonalTelephme Interview, September 7. 1998

statement by Prime Minister Jean Chretien that he "would not brook a rebellion
by is backbenchers.n106
The stniggle by rural Liberal MPs was spurred by the organized lobbies in
their constituencies whose resistance to the bill continued to grow, against the
strict practice of party discipline. In caucus, Liberal backbenchers continually
urged Allan Rock to consider amendments and even killing the bill altogether.
For the most part, they were met with vehement resistance as Bill C-68 was
heavily favored by Prime Minister Chretien and the majority of Canadians agreed
with the registration aspect of the bill. The pressure for amendments however,
did not diminish during the consultation phases of the legislation.
The Requests for Amendments
When answenng the survey question, "Did the groups who contacted you
want you to propose amendments to Bill C-68?" a substantial67.1% of the MP
respondents answered "yesn. Additionally, 56.2% of survey respondents
answered "yes" when asked if these groups wanted them to address caucus.
Cleariy MPs were being lobbied not only to make amendments but also to
influence their colleagues and the elite within their parties. According to Hamy
Verran, there were approximately 40 Liberal backbenchers who although would
eventually adhere to party discipline, initially lobbied vigorously for amendments
to the legislation during the 2ndand 3* readings in the House of Commons.
Verran explained that by lobbying for amendments, he hoped to appease gun
owners in his area without jeopardizing other issues he was working on for his
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riding. At the time, Verran's priorities were concems surrounding the closure of
the military base at Cornwallis, the crisis in the fishery and economic
infrastructure in his riding. Like al1 liberals', Verran knew that voting against the
bill could mean repercussions against them within government cornmittees and
future projects.'07
Eventually, other rural MPs joined many of these backbenchers in the
summer of 1995 for a meeting in Nova Scotia. According to John Murphy,
"Rural MPs wanted to meet and discuss rural issues which were not always
c~vered."'~
Gun
~ wntrol was one of the many issues discussed during the
meetings. The participants ratified a resolution, which would propose, that a
Minister Responsible for Rural Issues be instituted into Cabinet. Prime Minister
Chretien denied the proposal.
According to further calculations of the statistics. 86. O/o of Liberal MPs,
58.3% of reforrn Party respondents, 66.7% of Bloc Quebecois MPs and 100% of

Consewative respondents were asked by groups to propose amendments to the
bill. No members from the New Democratic Party of Canada responded to the
suwey. As noted previously, numerous backbenchers, particularly those
representing rural areas, actively lobbied Justice Minister Rock for a series of
amendments. A demographic breakdown of suwey responses shows that
85.7% of rural MP respondents were asked to make amendments compared to
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53.6% of urban MP respondents. Coincidentally, 80% of ruralhrban respondents
were asked by groups to make amendments. Finally, 68.3% of male
respondents and 63.6% of female respondents were asked to propose
amendments
Interestingly, when respondents did list some of the groups, which
contacted them during this process, many of the groups were provincially based
organizations who were opposed to the bill. When asked if provincial
organizations supporting the legislation contacted them, only 17.8% of the
respondents answered "yes". However, 42.5% of the respondents were
contacted by provincial organizations, which opposed the bill. This statistic
concurs with the strategies employed by gun owner groups, which shows the
groups lobbying as separate entities, concentrating on their indigenous
representatives instead of mounting a national lobbying campaign. Alternatively,
the CGC preferred to keep the pressure on Justice Minister Allan Rock and the
working pariiamentary cornmittees involved in the legislation. Suwey
respondents noteâ that 21.9% of groups, which contacted them, who were in
favor of the legislation, were national in scope. For many groups under the
urnbrelfa of the CGC, resources were focused in Ottawa, not on individual MPs.
The request for amendments to members of the Senate of Canada was even
more profound. An astounding 82.4% of Senate respondents had been
approached to propose amendments. After the passage of Bill C-68 in the
House of Commons, it was clear from the outset that the Legal and Consfitutional

Affairs Senate Hearings would be the target for gun ownen and gun control

advocates. On one side of the issue, gun ownen groups would lobby Senators
to squash the bill or propose substantial amendments, specifically targeting the
universal registration. Alternatively, gun control advocates lobbied Senators to
limit amendments and protect the principle components of the bill including the
comerstone of the legislation, the issue of registration, which was a nonnegotiable clause to every gun control advocate.

The Amendments
During Justice Minister Allan Rock's introductory presentation of Bill C-68, he
detailed the changes, which had been proposed and implemented during the
bill's legislative journey through the House of Commons. The changes were a
direct result of the consultation process in which Rock had initiated eariier as well
as calls from Liberal Backbenchers and the Bloc Quebecois, a key supporter of
the bill, who demanded that amendments be made. The following are the key

amendments to Bill C-68 made in the House of Commons:
O

The creation of a separate offence under the Fireanns

Act rather than the Cnminal Code to deal with those gun
owners who failed to register their fireams. This
amendment appeased gun owners who argued that a
criminal offense was too harsh for those who chose not
to register their fireams for whatever reason.

O

The transfer of prohibited fireams was changed to allow
transfer within the fireann class rather than to ban the
transfer of prohibited weapons completely.
The bill was amended to allow family heirlooms or relics.
which were deemed, prohibited firearrns to be kept within
families as long as the weapon was manufadured before
1946.

Amendments were made to limit the right of inspection
which addressed the concerns of gun owners who were
convince Bill C-68 gave authorities unreasonable search
and seizure powers.
Added a provision that not section of the act could be
interpreted or construed as to "derogate from or abrogate
any Aboriginal or treaty rights in respect to existing rights
protected by Section 35 of the Charter.
r

lncluded an amendment regarding non-resident hunters
who wished to bring their firearms into Canada. This
move appeased operators of hunting and lodging outfits
whose livelihood was dependent on the lucrative
American hunting trade and t o u n ~ m . ' ~ ~

It was clear that by the time Bill C-68 had reached the Standing Senate
Cornmittee Proceedings, Allan Rock had made a concerted effort to appease
opposition to the bill with the various amendments listed above.
However, the fundamental cornerstone of the bill, universal registration.
was not amended and quite cleariy never open to any degree of negotiation.
During the legislative process in the House of Commons, Liberal MP John
Murphy sponsored a private member's bill, which in effect would wrench the
registration aspect from the bill. His attempt quickly died on the pariiamentary
fl00r."~
Any amendment to Bill C-68 was greeted with opposition from the CGC.
however, Cukier conceded that "because of the pressure from gun groups, we
knew there would be some amendments, but to us, registration was a clause not

to be amended and in the end it wasn't.""'
Allan Rock did not bend substantially to the tactics of the gun groups.
Many groups, including Cukier, knew that there was room in the bill for Rock to

maneuver and give the impression that he was making concessions. In reality,
he was merely making changes that mollified many gun owners and Liberal

backbenchers without diluting the bill and provoking the ire of the CGC, Prime
Minister Chretien or Canadians in favor of the bill.
On June 13, 1995, the question of pressure group strategies. influence
and contact became a moot point as the 3* vote on the bill was cast. Only 9
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Liberal MPs broke govemment ranks and voted against the bill. One of the
MPs, David lftody of Manitoba, said he opposed the bill in keeping with the views
of his wnstituents. lftody commented, "I've discussed it with the Prime Minister,
I know he understands I have a prob~em.""~Incidentally, the problem lftody was

referring to was the repercussions that could come with disobeying party
discipline. Three Liberal MPs who had voted against the bill after 2ndreading
were stripped of their cornmittee duties thus limiting their influence on Parfiament
Hill. Clearly. the principle of party discipline was imposed on Liberal MPs
conceming Bill C-68. 60th Mr. Verran and Mr. Murphy voted for the bill even
though both had (and still do) serious reservations conceming universal
registration.
The Reform Party, which advocates that its mernbers vote the wishes their
constituents, saw three party members break ranks concerning the final vote of
Bill C-68. Ironically, one of the Mi)" was party whip, Jim Silye, the man

responsible for ensuring that rnembers vote the official p a q line on pieces of
legislation. The Bloc Quebecois and Progressive Conservatives supported the
bill. However, eight New Democrats under pressure from farrners and hunters,
cast aside party tradition and voted against the bill. Only party veteran, urban

MP Svend Robinson. voted in favor.

In the end, after years of one of the most intensive lobbying efforts ever
mounted in Canada, the final vote in the House of Commons was 192 to 63 in
favor of the legislation. The bill then moved on to the Senate. By the time it did

Canadian Press, 'Commons gives gun bill the noci,' The Oaily News, June 14, 1995. p.11

move to the Senate, the bill was a finely tuned piece of legislation, which Rock
vehemently wanted untouched. Gun groups however, saw the Senate as
another opportunity to lobby for more amendments, especially conceming
registration.

The Senate
The Proceedings of the Standing Committee on Legal and Constitutional

Affairs began in June 1995 and ended on November 16. 1995, adjouming of
course, for the summer recess. The Proceedings heard several testimonies
from key players involved in the gun control debate. As were rnembers of the
House of Commons, Senators were inundated with petitions, phone calls and

letters to such a level, which for some Senators piqued their sense of humor as
witnessed by an exchange between Senators Lewis and Beaudoin. Senator
Lewis notes, "Mr. Chaiman (Beaudoin), I have a box of letters and petitions from
various people across the country, there are hundreds and probably thousands
of thern. Would you like to have them also?" Beaudoin replies, "Not in my

office, because I do not have room. I have thousands of cards t00."~'~

Clearly, Senators were lobbied heavily during the hearings, as gun owners
saw this chamber as their last chance to kill the bill or at lest wrench universal
registration from the legislation. On November 25, 1995 the Senate, ending one
of the bitterest legislative debates adopted the bill by a vote of 64 to 28. Seven
Senators abstained. The Senate, usually an area for Liberal and Conservative
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posturing, witnessed 20 Conservative Senators break party ranks and vote for
the bill with two Liberal Senators doing the same and voting against the bi11.l'~

The turning point came when eight Progressive Conservative Senators. after
reviewing weeks of testimony opted to break party ranks and voted against
amending the bill. This cleared the way for the final vote in which another twelve
Progressive Senators broke from their party line and voted in favor of the
legislation. The bill passed through the Senate without any changes although
amendments were proposed during the hearings. However, many Senators felt
the amendments already made by Rock was efficient enough to appease those

who had concerns with the bill. Bill C-68 retumed to the House of Cornmons
and was proclaimed law on December 5. 1995, the eve of the 6m anniversary of
the tragic shootings in Montreal.
For Cukier and the CGC. this day marked the end of the struggle to strengthen
gun control in Canada. According to Cukier, ""Canada is now a safer place

because this bill has been passed."115 Cukier based her remarks on studies
conducted after the gun control legislation of 1977 showed a decrease in violent
crime concerning guns in Vancouver and Montreal. Cleariy, gun control was not
the panacea for violent crime in Canada, but for Cukier and the CGC this law
was a step in the right direction.
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Conclusion
The pluralist mode!. in which (for the purpose of this thesis) Canadian
politics operates, was clearly magnified during the legislative process of Bill C-68.

The ievel of consultation by the govemment elite illuminated the power dynamics
of the pressure groups involved. The pressure that groups exerted on elected

actors could not be ignored but rather had to be addressed. The series of
consultation stages by Rock afforded most groups the opportunity to voice their
objections or their support for the biH. Cornpetition for access to state elite was
fierce in the quest to inf uence policy outcomes.
For many political actors. the issue of gun control consumed their time in
their ridings. as wnstituents demanded to be heard initiating unprecedented
levels of contact with groups and individuals. Many Members of Parliament
gauged public opinion on the bill frequently during its legislative process and

many made considerable efforts to present the views of their constituents to
Ottawa.
As a result of the extensive level of contact to policy makers and

consultations initiated by Allan Rock. arnendments were enacted with the input of
pressure groups. but the cornerstone of the legislation and it accompanied
principle tenets were not compromised. Eventually the principle of democracy
and political leadership prevailed.

Chapter Five
Introduction

The evolution of pressure groups politics in our democratic process has
cleariy become a legitimate dynamic in the machinery of policy making. The
aggregation and articulation of group interests presented to the state elite is an
expected and integral component in the formulation of public policy. Pressure
groups provide information, perspectives and in many cases, a snapshot of the
views held by the public in general. However, the question of influence
concerning these groups and elected official is often met with a polarized answer.
For some, pressure groups and the views they propagate, threatened the
autonomy of the state by demanding their (and onty their) interests be
represented and protected in public policy. Altematively. others contend that
interest groups fumer the principle of democracy by encouraging discourse and
a fundamental relationship between citizens and the state.

Clearly, the pressure group politics surrounding Bill C-68 followed the
patterns of pluralism and participatory dernocracy. However, even with the
extraordinary level of contact between groups, individuals and the state, the
question of influence of these political acton is not a crystallized concept.
The Question of Influence
The question of influence is an arbitrary and subjective concept. Some
respondents of the survey wrote of being "educated" by interest groups on a
subject in which they were not entirely familiar with before the advent of Bill C-68.
These respondents prefer to commute what might be perceived as influence into

educating them on an issue. Perhaps some political actor's fear that admission
that their actions were in any way influenced by interest groups creates a
negative perception of their political will and opens the floodgates for interest
group pressure conceming future issues that are contentious. No politician
wants to be perceived as a puppet manipulated by the whims of non-elected

actors in a political system. Instead, many elected representatives might prefer
to be perceived as staunch political players, exercising their political backbone (in

a pragmatic manner of course) resisting the attempts of groups to detract from
what the politician deems necessary for the advent of "peace, order and good
governmentn.
When asked directly on the survey. 'Did the contact by interest groups
influence your vote?" 31.5% of respondents (MPs and Senators) answered "yes"
and 58.9% answered "no". As noted, 9.6% did not answer the question. A
further analysis of these statistics conceming Members of Parîiament, shows that
58.3% of Reform MPs did have their vote influenced by interest groups contact

whereas only 37.1% of Liberal MPs admitted their vote was influenced by
pressure group contact. Both the Bloc Quebecois and Progressive Conservative
respondents answered that interest groups had absolutely no influence on their
votes at all. Finally, 41.5% or male respondents and 27.3% of female
respondents admitted that groups did influence their vote. Of course, as noted
by lan McLelland, influence does not necessarily mean changing one's vote from

a "yes to a no", but rather the influence could serve to solidify the Member's
original position on the i s s ~ e . ' ' ~
It is assumed by many that political actors have choiceç regarding their
reaction to the resources, which are expended by pressure groups. Groups'
lobbying efforts may result in a political actor agreeing or disagreeing with the
group's position thus the politician's actions are conducive with that position
resulting in amiable cooperation between the group and politician. However.
unconventional lobbying efforts including coercion, threats or manipulation can
induce a political actor to lean to the opposing viewpoint or endorse their original
decision much more ardently. I would suggest that this last situation occurred
with some MP respondents, especially those who originally had favored the bill or
who were undecided. The "tone" of respondents remarks conceming the
ferocity of gun owner group contact can suggest the influence of these groups
negatively affected some Members of Parliament with the result being they
supported the bill more fervently than they originally would have. One
respondent wrote, "The bullying tactics of some gun owners facilitated me to look
more closely at their argument and the bill. In the end, I disagreed with them
more than I originally had." Another respondent wrote, "The constant
confrontations from gun owners in my riding becarne tiresome. I wanted to listen
but their arguments eventually stopped making sense."
A further analysis of the statistics indicates that groups had far less

influence on MPs from urban ridings, where 75% responded "no" to the question
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conceming group contact and influence. In the rural areas, 57.1% of
respondents were not influenced by group contact and in nirallurban ridings only
30% were not influenced by interest group contact. Sorne urban and rural

respondents commented that gun control was a clearly decided issue in their
areas. However, MPs that had urban and rural demographics in the riding
clearly were subjected to polarized views conceming gun control and insulation
from these groups' influence would have been difficult.

The "Results" of Effective Lobbying
The years of heated debate both within the structures of govemment and
the public arena culrninated with the Firearrns Act. A quick assurnption might
conclude that the Coalition for Gun Control and its' colleagues were the
successful force in the gun control debate. These groups expended their
political resources including information gathering and disseminating, nonpartisanship lobbying and non-confrontational approaches. which resulted in their
primary constituency role in the policy community.
As noted previously. the amendments Rock "conceded" to did not dilute
the principles of the legislation. The amendments sewed to appease some
components of the gun owner population but the changes did not quel1 the
opposition for registration, which was the most contestable issue for both sides of
the debate. Many believe that the direction for gun control legislation was set in
motion before Bill C-68 was ever drafted. Both 8ill C-17 and Bill C-80 initiated
by the Progressive Conservative governments of the 1980's set the tone for what

was to corne in the gun control debate regardless of a Conservative or Liberal

political stripe. According to Wendy Cukier, T h e main ideas of Bill C-68 were
long ago discussed during meetings of the Conservative Women's Caucus and
the Liberal govemment basically honored their comrnitment to gun control as
outlined in their Redbook.n l t 7 Consequently, Bill C-68 emanated from the
executive and was driven by the govemment's policy agenda. Additionally,

Prime Minister Chretien. "made it dear that Bill C-68 was a party vote .118
11

The CGC provided policy maken information, which would eventually
strengthen the bill. Their support was crucial to Rock as he presented the
legislation in both the political and public forums. Ultimately, their position in the
policy community did afford the CGC a considerable amount of influence in the
policy formulation process. However, when amendments were later proposed,

the CGC opposed al1 of the changes to no avail. As noted previously, Cukier
knew that there was room for amendments and the CGC did not get the chance
to quell the changes."'

Altematively, the amendments made by Rock could

merely have been exercises in political maneuvering to score political points with
segments of the electorate or appease the concerns of those within his own party
and not at al1 a result of gun owner group influence. Clearly, the level of
influence perceived by both sides of the debate is subjective and speculative at
best.

Perhaps a clearer picture can be drawn frorn the losses imposed by each
side of the debate directly caused by the passage of Bill C-68. For gun owner

"'Wendy Cukier, Penonal Telephone Interview, April 30. 1999
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groups, new financial responsibilities would now be imposed due to registration
costs. Additionally, new restrictions on the types of weapons allowed for
possession and the impact the new law would have on hunting and the outfiing
industry raised serious concems especially regarding the lucrative Amerîcan
influx of hunters every year to Canada. Aboriginals had their own series of
concerns stemming from treaty rights and their way of life. Gun owners saw this
legislation as an attack on the Canadian gun culture, which is endowed in its own
beliefs and values conceming gun use in Canada. Bill C-68 was viewed as a
de-valuation of those beliefs and attitudes.
Altematively, Bill C-68 was viewed by the CGC as a new regime for gun
safety in Canada. The universal registration aspect had long been a goal of gun
advocates. The restriction of specific firearms and longer sentences for violent
gun use offenses were al1 measures lauded by the CGC as a step in the right
direction in combating crime due to guns in Canada. The Firearms Act, even
with its arnendments fulfilled many of the goals set by gun advocates in the last
decade. To that end, the CGC, which lobbied vigorously for this conerstone of

the legislation to remain intact, could be considered the clear winner in terms of
their interests being met by the state elite. For many, the CGC can also be
deemed the more infiuential pressure group because of its status as the primary
constituency, which ensured the organization space at the policy table.
However, I would argue that any influence possessed by the CGC was tempered
by political leadership and party discipline was used to execute the policy. The

direction of the govemment and the CGC conceming gun control was for al1

intense purposes, parallel. I would wntend however, that if the CGC lobbied for
measures that was more far-reaching and radical in its scope that what the
govemment had intended. their influence and perhaps even their position in the
policy community could have been rnodified. For example, the CGC in its
mission statement advocates for a ban on al1 military assault weapons. In Bill C68, only specific military assault weapons were banned with most of them being

"reorganized and redefined" to categories, which would detennine them either
restricted or prohibited.12* According to Cukier, 'the push to ban al1 assault
weapons will continue in the round of gun ~ o n t r o l . " ' ~ ~
This author does not contend that the pressure group strategies ernployed
by organizations from either side of the debate did not influence political actors
conceming their views on gun control or even their votes. Clearly. the CGC had
considerable influence in the formulation of Bill C-68 and Allan Rock recognized
early on his need for their continued suppoit during the legislative process.
Altematively. gun owner groups across the country mobilized and exerted
tremendous pressure on elected representatives. Their attempts to influence
policy resulted in a series of amendments, which addressed many of their
concems. However. I believe the strong convention of party discipline and a
perseverhg level of political leadership served to insufate most Liberal MPs from
pressure group influence conceming the direction of how their vote was to be

cast. As noted previously. 37.1% of Liberal MPs admitted to having their vote
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influenced by pressure groups contact. This presumably would include a
number of the nine MPs who voted against the bill in accordance with their
constituent's wishes. Acwrding to many respondents, pressure groups contact
and strategies simply educated them on the issue of gun wntrol and the effects
of Bill C-68.
Clearly. Reform MPs were the political actors most influenced by pressure
group contact with 58.3% of Refonn respondents admitting their voted was
influenced by the contact. The reason for this incidence would be attributed to
their party being entrenched in populist principle and the fact that their support is
western based with a large rural representation. Presumably. their role as
opposition (although not official at the time) afforded them the opportunity to
oppose this bill and suggest alternatives such as better enforcement of existing
gun laws and putting more emphasis on the problern of gun smuggling frorn the
United States into Canada.
The intricacies surrounding the level of influence pressure groups exert on
elected representatives are often tainted with idiosyncratic variable of individuals,
political maneuvering and ideologies of political entities. The role of the state
defined by its political leadership as the nucleus of an ever evolving society
infused with different interests. attitudes and beliefs is challenged to preserve the
parliamentary practices and convention entrenched in Canada.
Pressure Group Activity Today

The universal registration process began on December 1. 1998. two
months late due to computer logistic problems in Ontario. Initially, the provinces

and federal govemment agreed to a cost-shanng program for the implementation
of the registration process. However, as the debate continued after the law was
passed the three Prairie Provinces and two temtories decided to opt out of the
administrative function wnceming registration. The decision would ultimately
increase the original price of registration for the federal govemment from $85
million to over $150 million as these provinces refused to participate or represent
legislation in which they adamantly opposed. Currently, the federally
govemrnent cornpletely finances the registration process. Every province has a
Provincial Fireams Offce, which fields inquiries about the Iegislation.
Registration is current done through a central toll-free computer system designed
to rnake registration of fireams relatively easy for gun owners. However, as
promised dunng the gun control debate, gun owners have engaged in tactics to
maximize confusion and generate an environment of ineffectiveness. Some gun
owners have threatened civil disobedience by refusing to register their weapons.
Others have engaged in "bloc calling" over extended periods of time, which
effectively ovewhelms the registration telecommunications systems. Ultimately.
these "experiencesnas characterized by gun owners as a bureaucratic
nightmare, make their way to media outlets. Clearly. gun owners continue to
coalesce with objective of hindering the registration process and illurninating the
legislation as inept and ineffective.
The first legal challenge to the legislation as previously noted, ended on
September 29,1998 when the Alberta Court of Appeal ruled in a 3-2 decision that

the Fireanns Act was indeed constitutional.'"

Subsequent legal challenges by

provinces are currently before the courts.
In October of 1998, two month before the registration was to be
implemented, Justice Minister Anne McLellan initiated some changes to the Act,
resulting from consultations with the govemment's own User Group. This focus
group wmposed primarily of gun owners was convened to study the
implernentation process of the legislation and to offer any suggestions
accordingly. Consequently, the User Group reported that the new gun laws
would increase the smuggling of guns from the United States into Canada. As a
result, the new changes implemented by McLellan involved redefining some
fireamis as prohibited to the restticted use category. Secondly, while the ban on
handguns known as "Saturday Night Specials" was still in place, the opportunity
to "grandfather" the gun was allowed if owners met new registration

requirements.'23 Obviously, pressure group politics still surrounds this enduring
issue.

Gun control is still a politically prudent issue for the Reforrn Party and
increasingly for the Progressive Conservative Party whose support of the issue
wavered significantly as their elected numbers increased in the subsequent
federal election. According to Derek Wells, after his 1997 election loss, the
majority of the literature currently published by the office of Gerald Keddy. the
Conservative MP for the South Shore, revolves around gun control. Mr. Wells
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notes, 'Keddy's householder overwhelmingly is Bill C-68 centered which fits
nicely with the NRA subscriptions which sit on the coffee tables of his
con~tituents.~'~~
Undoubtedly, researchers, lobby group leaders and pundits from both
sides of the debate will closely monitor statistics involving firearms in Canada for
years to come. Clearly, the issue will continue to divide the views of political
actors and those they represent, especially if calls for further gun control are
attempted. Admittedly, this legislation is not the panacea for violent crime in
Canada but for gun control advocates it was cleariy a step in the right direction.
For gun owners, the legislation was an intrusive measure aimed at law-abiding
citizens while lawmakers were ignoring the real causes of violent crime.
Undoubtedly, the other avenues of study from this issue would be the voting
patterns in the 1997 Federal Election. Statistics stemming from the correlation

between gun control and voting results would provide fodder for future academic
endeavors. Regardless of our views, the advent of this gun control legislatisii
has provided scholars an excellent opportunity to examine the dynamics of
pressure groups politics.

Conclusion
Pattems prevalent in pressure group politics were clearly evident in this

case study. The legislative and political joumey of Bill C-68 exemplified the
characteristics within a pluralistic model conducive to pressure group politics in
Canada. Variables including interest groupJinterest group competition,
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statelinterest groups cornpetition and division with in interest groups and political
parties were quite apparent.
The intemal division within the state, particularfy among the governing
Liberal was extraordinary. Rural Liberal Memben of Parliament were quite
vehement in their opposition to this legislation. Their wncems were regularly
voiced to Justice Minister Allan Rock as a unified lobbying bloc.
The extensive series of consultations initiated by Allan Rock and the
Department of Justice served to placate various concems voice by gun owners
without jeopardized the principle of the legislation. This mediation reinforced the
communication fiow inherent to the policy community. The tremendous level of
contact between groups and individuals with elected representatives was
significant factor regarding the degree of influence exerted on politicians
particularly those in the opposition ranks. Defining what role an elected official
plays in Our democratic system becomes another rnarker for deciding the
effectiveness of pressure groups. Coupled with these dimensions was the
mobilization of public opinion through the media by pressure groups form both
sides of the debate. Consequently, managing the interests of pressure groups
became a pivotal role for members of the state elite particularfy Allan Rock.
Clearly, political actors were influenced by pressure groups in this case of gun
control legislation. However, the political leadership of the Liberal govemment
was efficient in tenns of enacting party discipline and exerting its political will.
Only nine Liberal MPs resisted the convention of party discipline and voted in
accordance with the wishes of their constituents. This smalf division in the

cohesiveness of the Liberal govemment demonstrates the opportunity available
to pressure groups in afFecting in some degree, the govemability of the state.

The proliferation of Charter based groups intent on furthering their
interests through litigation. may serve to impede thee effectiveness of
government in the future. Some political scientists argue that their relative
success in the courts have eroded the principles of Our democratic process and
threaten the autonomy of the state. However, the implication of tempering with
individual Rghts such as freedom of speech, expression and association
presurnably would be more damaging to the legitirnacy and govemability of the
state.
The empowerment enjoyed by pressure groups today fosters an
environment of consultation and requires govemments to be accountable
between elections when formulating public policy. Political discourse between
the state and groups often resufts in govemment justifying and defending their
position on policy initiatives. Consequently, restricting pressure group activity
would not be politically prudent as more groups representing a cavalcade of
interests enter into the political fray. Pressure groups are firmly entrenched in
Our political landscape and it becornes the challenge of the state to manage the
interests of these groups without jeopardizing the autonomy of the state.
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